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Summary
This deliverable describes two methods that were used to assess the translation quality of the European
Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST). ELSST is a social science multilingual thesaurus that was
developed to aid cross-language information retrieval of social science datasets, including cross-national
survey datasets, in the Consortium of Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) data portal. It is available in
12 languages, including English, the source language, from which target language versions are derived.
The first evaluation method is re-translation (referred to in this deliverable as ‘back-translation’), which
is a standard evaluation method used for assessing the translation quality of thesauri and related
vocabularies. A subset of French and German ELSST terms were back-translated, and results analysed to
detect errors in the target language terms, including unintended ambiguity.
The second evaluation method compares the set of ELSST index terms in all languages that were
assigned to the same cross-national datasets by different CESSDA archives and associated archives.
Differences in the sets of index terms assigned were analysed to see if they were due to differences in
the interpretation of the terms by the indexers who assigned them.
Results showed that, while the back-translation exercise was useful in detecting semantic and other
error types, the comparison of sets of assigned terms to the cross-national datasets was less instructive,
due to the paucity of data and the differences in indexing practices across archives.
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1 Introduction to Parts 1 and 2
This deliverable describes two methods that were used to assess the translation quality of the European
Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST), a social science multilingual thesaurus.
The deliverable begins with an introduction to multilingual thesauri in general and ELSST in particular.
Part 1 of the deliverable then describes the evaluation of a subset of French and German ELSST terms
using the re-translation method. Note that the term ‘re-translation’ is potentially ambiguous, since it can
be used to refer to re-translating from a source language (SL) into the target language (TL), as well as
back-translating from the TL into the SL. For that reason, in order to avoid confusion, we refer to it as
‘back-translation’ throughout this deliverable.
Part 1 starts by presenting the current translation procedures for ELSST, as defined by the ELSST
Translation Guidelines, which serve as a benchmark for the evaluation process. It then describes the
three methodological steps followed in the back-translation exercise:




term selection
process
evaluation

Note that the term ‘back-translation exercise’ will be used to refer to all three steps throughout this
deliverable.
The results of the back-translation exercise, including a classification of error types and a review of the
tools and resources used are then presented, followed by a discussion and recommendations.
Part 2 of the deliverable compares how ELSST terms have been used to index the same cross-national
surveys by Consortium of Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) archives and associated archives.
Differences in the sets of ELSST terms assigned in all languages are then analysed to investigate whether
they could be due to differences in how indexers have interpreted the terms across languages, thus
providing another means of evaluating the quality of the ELSST translations. This is followed by a
discussion and recommendations.
The deliverable concludes with a summary of findings and suggestions for next steps.
The author of this deliverable carried out all the translation and evaluation work described below.

2 Multilingual thesauri
2.1 Overview
This section describes the main features and uses of thesauri in general, and multilingual thesauri in
particular, and explains why they are of interest to the SERISS project.
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2.2 Why a thesaurus?
A thesaurus is a type of Knowledge Organization System (KOS) that is used to support subject access to
information. As Dextre Clarke and Zeng (2012) note, a thesaurus lies somewhere in the middle of a
spectrum of tools and approaches, from classification systems at one end, to full text search at the other.
Unlike classification systems, which use codes rather than words, and which users require skill to use, a
thesaurus allows a user to search by words. Unlike words in normal discourse, however, thesaurus terms
are controlled for both synonymy (where more than one term can refer to the same concept), and
ambiguity (where a term can represent more than one concept).
A thesaurus controls for synonymy by defining two types of term: Preferred Terms (PTs) and Use For
terms (UFs). Use For terms are also known as Non-Preferred Terms, but will be referred to as Use For
terms or UFs throughout this document. Preferred Terms are used for indexing, while UFs are used to
guide the user to a Preferred Term. Use For terms are typically synonyms or near-synonyms, but may
also be antonyms.
A thesaurus controls for ambiguity by restricting a term to refer to one concept only.
Controlling for both synonymy and ambiguity increases the efficiency of search, since the user needs to
query the database only once, using either the Preferred Term or any of its Use For terms, in order to
retrieve objects about the same concept. Moreover, the data received will contain no ‘false positives’.
Preferred Terms are arranged in hierarchies, represented by Broader Terms (BTs) and Narrower Terms
(NTs), where the scope of the Narrower Term falls within the scope of the Broader Term. Preferred
Terms may also stand in an associative, but non-hierarchical relation to each other. This is represented
by Related Terms (RTs).
An example of a thesaurus entry, based on ELSST, is shown below:
PT: RADIO LISTENING
UF: LISTENING TO THE RADIO
BT: MASS MEDIA USE
RT: RADIO PROGRAMMES
Where a term’s label or place in the hierarchy is not enough to disambiguate it, an explicit Scope Note
(SN) may be added to a Preferred Term to explain its meaning in the thesaurus. Alternatively, or
additionally, a qualifier (i.e. an expression in brackets following a term), may be added to either a
Preferred Term or a Use For term. An example from ELSST is the Preferred Term:
AIDS (DISEASE)
The qualifier, i.e. DISEASE, clarifies that this Preferred Term refers to AIDS the disease.
The structure of a thesaurus enables query expansion: a user can choose to expand their search to
include Broader Terms, Narrower Terms or Related Terms. They are thus able to explore the wider
www.seriss.eu
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context of a term. Query expansion has long been suggested as a technique to increase the effectiveness
of information retrieval (Imran and Sharan (2009)).
With the advent of Linked Data and the Semantic Web, a thesaurus, when linked to other thesauri and
vocabularies, allows users to search collections indexed with one vocabulary using index terms from
another (Méndez and Greenberg 2012)). Interoperability is enabled via the availability of a common
format, Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) used for encoding thesauri and other Knowledge
Organization Systems (KOSs).
2.3 Multilinguality
In a multilingual thesaurus, equivalences are established between the preferred terms in the different
language versions of the thesaurus.
A multilingual thesaurus can then be used to support cross-lingual information retrieval: a search query
in any one of the languages enables the user to retrieve collections indexed with the same term in any of
the other languages. This is how the CESSDA catalogue works, which contains the collective data
holdings of CESSDA member archives. Other examples of multilingual databases searchable via thesauri
include the Eur-lex database of European Union (EU) law, which is indexed with terms from the
EUROVOC thesaurus, and the Agris database for agricultural science that is indexed with AGROVOC
terms.

3 About ELSST
3.1 Overview
The European Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST) is a multilingual thesaurus for the social
sciences, currently available in 12 languages (Czech, Danish, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek,
Lithuanian, Norwegian, Romanian, Spanish, and Swedish) with more planned, including Slovenian.
ELSST began life in 2000 as part of the EU-funded Language Independent Metadata Browsing of
European Resources (LIMBER) project, with the aim of promoting cross-border data discovery and
utilisation, specifically within the CESSDA data catalogue. ELSST has been developed further over the
years through additional funding from the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC), the University
of Essex, and other EU-funded projects including Multilingual Access to Data Infrastructures of the
European Research Area (MADIERA) and CESSDA-Preparatory Phase Project (CESSDA-PPP).
Development of ELSST is currently being undertaken in the ESRC-funded CESSDA-ELSST project.
ELSST is derived from the UK Data Archive’s monolingual thesaurus, called ‘Humanities And Social
Science Electronic Thesaurus’ (HASSET), which has been used for over 40 years for indexing social science
datasets at the UK Data Archive. It is thus well suited for the indexing and information retrieval of crossnational survey datasets such as the European Social Survey (ESS) and the Survey of Health, Ageing and
Retirement in Europe (SHARE).
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3.2 Management of ELSST
ELSST is managed by the ELSST Thesaurus Management Team, an international committee of
spokespersons for each language, who are mostly from CESSDA archives or associated archives. It is
chaired by members of the Thesaurus Team at the UK Data Archive, who are responsible for the source
language version of ELSST, English, and for the thesaurus management software.
Each language representative is responsible for appointing a translator or translators for their language
at their institution, who is also a member of the ELSST Thesaurus Management Team. Translators are
responsible for translating their language version and for keeping it up to date on an ongoing basis.
Translators communicate via quarterly online meetings, chaired by the UK Data Archive, and via email,
and all changes to ELSST must be approved by this group.
Translations of source terms are the sole responsibility of the translators or their institutions. Although
no formal qualifications are required for translators, in order to ensure quality control, they must be
native speakers of their language and have an excellent knowledge of English, the source language, as
well as an understanding of social science data and familiarity with thesauri. All new translators are
required to undertake translator training and follow the ELSST translation guidelines. The guidelines
describe how to translate English terms and include suggestions for quality checks that can be performed
on the data. The guidelines are reviewed regularly by the ELSST Management Team and have recently
been updated to take into account ISO 25964-1, the latest international guidelines on thesaurus
construction.
ISO-25964-1 (p.92) recommends involving subject experts and stakeholders in the construction of a
thesaurus in order to increase its acceptability and uptake. Subject experts can advise on whether the
terms and relationships are appropriate, but they need to be briefed in the purposes and conventions of
a controlled vocabulary. Currently in ELSST, informal collaboration with subject experts is sought
independently for each language version on an ad hoc basis.
The CESSDA-ELSST project has developed a new thesaurus management system (TMS). Access to the
management system is via secure login, and editing permissions are allocated to specific users as
appropriate. For example, designated translators are given permission to edit their language version of
ELSST.
There are two versions of ELSST, the Current Version and the Next Version. The Current Version is
available for all to search and browse online, and is updated on an annual basis. The Next Version, which
is only available to registered users behind a login, is continually being updated, and becomes the new
Current Version on its release.
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PART 1
4 Introduction to Part 1
Part 1 of the deliverable describes the back-translation exercise that was performed on a subset of ELSST
terms. Due to time and resource restrictions, only terms from the French and German versions of the
thesaurus were examined. The aim of the exercise was to assess not only the quality of these
translations, but back-translation as an evaluation method. The report also includes a review of the tools
and resources used.
The structure of Part 1 is as follows: first, background information is provided on translation procedures
for ELSST, as defined in the ELSST translation guidelines, which act as a benchmark for the evaluation
step. The motivation for using back-translation as an evaluation method is then presented. The different
steps in the back-translation exercise are then introduced (term selection, process, and evaluation),
followed by the results. These include a list of error types with suggestions on how to correct them, and,
if possible, avoid them in future, and other findings. A review of the tools used in the exercise is also
provided. Part 1 concludes with a discussion of the results and recommendations.
The work reported here will feed into revised ELSST translation guidelines and Balkan (forthcoming).

5 Translation in ELSST
5.1 Overview
ISO 25964-1 (p.92) recognises three methods of constructing a thesaurus:
a) translation of a monolingual thesaurus
b) merging of several distinct monolingual thesauri
c) simultaneous construction of the various language versions of the multilingual thesaurus
Approach (a) is the one originally adopted for ELSST, since ELSST was derived from HASSET, and English
remains the source language from which all other languages are translated. ISO-25964-1 (p.92) points
out that a danger with this approach is that “the language of the original monolingual thesaurus acquires
the status of dominant language. The translation process produces multiple target language versions,
with terms and identical relationship structures that might not always correspond to the cultural and
conceptual expectations of the user communities in the target languages.” Approaches (b) and (c), by
contrast, allow all languages to have equal status.
In ELSST, while there is a move towards (c) for new terms, English remains the sole source language.
ISO 25964-1 (p.50) also distinguishes between ‘symmetrical’ and ‘non-symmetrical’ thesauri. ELSST is a
symmetrical thesaurus. In a symmetrical thesaurus, all languages share exactly the same structure of
hierarchical and associative relationships, and each concept has a Preferred Term in each language.
Moreover, the scope of the concept should be the same in all the languages (ISO 25964-1 (p.16)). It is
important to note that this last constraint sometimes adds to the artificiality of the controlled vocabulary
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of the thesaurus, since, in normal discourse, it is not always possible to find an exact equivalent between
words in different languages, because different languages and cultures lexicalise concepts differently.

5.2 Translation strategies in ELSST
Since ELSST is a symmetrical thesaurus, all Preferred Terms need to be translated. Use For terms, on the
other hand, are usually language-specific, so it is not necessary to translate source language Use For
terms. However, translators are encouraged to supply their own target language Use For terms. As
many source language Scope Notes are provided as possible, and it is up to the translators whether to
translate them or not.
ELSST recognises the following degrees of equivalence that can be found between Preferred Terms in
normal discourse (see ISO 29964-1, pp. 51-53) and adopts the following strategies for how to deal with
them in the thesaurus:
1. Inexact equivalence:
 Definition: The terms found in different languages sometimes carry a small difference in
scope, perhaps due to differences of culture, connotation or appreciation.
 Translation strategy: These are treated as if they were exact equivalents.
2. Partial equivalence:
 Definition: Where one language has no term that accurately represents the concept for
which a label is sought, but does have a term that is normally considered to represent a
broader or narrower concept. If the scope of the concept represented by one term falls
completely within the scope of the concept represented by the other, the terms are said to
be partially equivalent.
 Translation strategy: Where the TL term chosen is broader/more ambiguous than the SL
term:
i.

treat them as if they were exact equivalents, e.g.
i. SCIENCE in English → WISSENSCHAFT in German
(WISSENSCHAFT in German includes natural and social sciences and knowledge
in general (see ISO 25964-1, p.51) so is broader than the normal meaning of
SCIENCE in English) or;

ii.

add a qualifier to narrow its meaning, e.g.
i. ADVICE in English → CONSEIL (AVIS) in French

3. Compound equivalence:
 Definition: A special case of partial equivalence can arise when one of the languages offers
two or more partial equivalents that, in combination, represent the whole of the concept
represented by one term in the source language.
 Translation strategy:
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i.

coin a combined term in the TL that consists of the two TL terms that represent the
concept linked by ‘and’ (or more precisely the TL translation of ‘and’). Examples
include:

FUELS in English → COMBUSTIBLES ET CARBURANTS in French
SINGLE-SEX SCHOOLS in English → JUNGENSCHULEN UND MÄDCHENSCHULEN in German
The individual parts of the combined term (in the second example, JUNGENSCHULEN and
MÄDCHENSCHULEN) may be added as UFs.
4. Non-equivalence:
 Definition: no term in one language can be found that even partially or inexactly represents a
concept that is needed in the thesaurus.
 Translation strategies:
i.

use the SL term as a loan term in the TL term

ii.

coin a new term in the TL

iii.

use the translation of a SL UF e.g.
HOMELESSNESS in English → SANS DOMICILE FIXE in French
(The English Preferred Term HOMELESSNESS has no direct equivalent in French, while
its UF, HOMELESS PERSONS, does. Thus the translation of HOMELESS PERSONS (i.e.
SANS DOMICILE FIXE) is used as the French Preferred Term.)

6 Methodology
6.1 Overview
This section explains how the current back-translation exercise was carried out. It starts by discussing
why back-translation was chosen as an evaluation method. It then introduces the three separate steps in
the current implementation:
1. term selection: how the target language terms to be back-translated were selected
2. process: how the back-translation into English was carried out
3. evaluation: how the back-translated terms were compared with the original source language (SL)
terms, differences noted and analysed, and a classification of error types of target language
terms derived
6.2 Motivation
Various approaches to the evaluation of thesauri have been discussed in the literature (Soergel (1974),
Owens and Cochrane (2004)). Owens and Cochrane (2004) for example, discuss the use of focus-group
feedback, examination of search logs, comparison with predefined criteria and standards, and
operational evaluations, such as retrieval tasks based on test collections. Brank et al. (2005), reviewing
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the closely related field of ontology evaluation, also discuss data-driven evaluation (i.e. evaluation of the
degree of fit between an ontology and a corpus from the domain of interest).
These evaluation methods should be seen as complementary. No one method provides a full picture of
the quality of a thesaurus, and all suffer from a degree of subjectivity (see Hlomani and Stacey (2014)).
Back-translation has proved popular as a method of assessing translation quality of thesauri and related
resources, within the ‘comparison with predefined criteria’ approach to evaluation. For example it has
been used to assess ‘semantic adequacy’ (i.e. the degree to which target language terms correspond to
source-language terms) in SNOMED, the multilingual clinical healthcare terminology (see IHTSDO
(2012a)), and ‘semantic fidelity’ (‘how far the label translation is conceptually equivalent to the ontology
label in the source language’) in multilingual ontologies (Espinoza et al. (2009b)). IHTSDO (2012a) note
that back-translation is costly but reliable when carried out by participants with the relevant linguistic
and health-related backgrounds.
6.3 Step 1: Term selection
The terms to be back-translated were taken from the French and German current version of ELSST that
was released on 20 January 2015. The language choice was made based on the linguistic competence of
the translator, i.e. the author, who is a native speaker of English, and has worked as a professional
translator of both French and German. She also has extensive knowledge of thesauri in general and
ELSST in particular. The translator translated the terms of both languages back into English. The current
version of the thesaurus was chosen because it does not change between versions, unlike the Next
Version, as explained in Section 3.2 above.
A sample of 50 German terms was translated initially, to decide on the format of the evaluation
spreadsheet (see Section 6.5), and draw up an initial error classification. Afterwards, 1,000 German
terms were back-translated and analysed, followed by 1,000 French terms. This represented
approximately 25% of the total number of Preferred Terms in each language.
Terms were translated hierarchy by hierarchy, starting with the first hierarchy, as defined by its top term
in the target language. For example, the first hierarchies in French (which are arranged alphabetically in
the ELSST thesaurus management system) are as follows:
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This means that the subset of terms selected for French was not the same as that selected for German.
This allowed the evaluation of a broader subject coverage overall than if the same set had been selected
in each language.
6.4 Step 2: Process: how the French and German terms were back-translated into English
6.4.1 Presentation of terms for back-translation
Preferred Terms in the target language were presented to the translator in an Excel spreadsheet
(Appendix A). Terms were arranged in their hierarchy, where the number of levels between a term and
its Narrower Terms is indicated by the number of hyphens in the indented display. For example, the
‘ACTIVITES CULTURELLES’ hierarchy was displayed as follows (see also Column 1 of Appendix A), which
shows that ACTIVITES CULTURELLES is the top term of the hierarchy, with seven NTs (ACTIVITIES
ARTISTIQUES, CLUBS SOCIAUX-CULTURELS, ECRITURE CREATIVE, EVENEMENTS CULTURELS, LECTURE
(ACTIVITE), PRATIQUE ARTISTIQUE, and TOURISME CULTUREL). Some of these NTs in turn have NTs.
EVENEMENTS CULTURELS, for example, has four NTs: CINEMA, EVENEMENTS MUSICAUX, EXPOSITIONS
and FESTIVALS:
www.seriss.eu
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ACTIVITES CULTURELLES
----ACTIVITIES ARTISTIQUES
----CLUBS SOCIAUX-CULTURELS
----ECRITURE CREATIVE
----EVENEMENTS CULTURELS
--------CINEMA
--------EVENEMENTS MUSICAUX
--------EXPOSITIONS
--------FESTIVALS
----LECTURE (ACTIVITE)
----PRATIQUE ARTISTIQUE
--------DANSE
--------OPERA
--------THEATRE
----TOURISME CULTUREL
--------VACANCES EDUCATIVES

Each target language term has a link to all its metadata (i.e. Use For terms, Broader Terms, Narrower
Terms, Related Terms and Scope Note) in the target language only (Column 5 in Appendix A) which the
translator could use to help disambiguate a term.
Columns were also provided in the spreadsheet for recording the back-translation(s) and the relevant
reference source of the back-translation, if required (columns 3 and 4 in Appendix A respectively). Links
to the source language preferred term and its metadata (column 7 and 6 respectively) were hidden from
view for the translation step, since they were required in the evaluation step only.
6.4.2 Translation method
Translations were entered into the spreadsheet manually. A term’s metadata were referred to, and
online dictionaries and other resources consulted if necessary. The translator was free to choose which
resources to use. A suggested reading list of other thesauri is provided in the ELSST translation guidelines
which were used as a starting point. A full list of the tools and resources used in the translation (and in
the subsequent evaluation step) is provided in Appendix B, and a short review of them can be found in
Section 8 below.
The main tools used to find back-translations were Reverso and Linguee, which show terms in their
context (or parts of terms, where there is no exact match) with their English translation(s) alongside.
As noted above, terms were translated in their hierarchies, rather than in an alphabetical list for
example, which often provided sufficient context to disambiguate them without having to use the link to
the rest of their metadata.
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6.5 Step 3: Evaluation: how the back-translated terms were analysed and target language terms
evaluated
After the target terms had been back-translated, the English source term and a link to the English source
metadata were revealed in the same Excel spreadsheet that was used for translation (Columns 7 and 6
respectively in Appendix A).
The evaluator, i.e. the author, then compared each back-translation to the original source language
Preferred Term and noted all differences. These differences were then analysed, and based on them,
target language terms were assigned to one or more error categories. The error types are presented and
discussed in Section 7 below, including suggestions for how to detect, solve, and if possible, avoid them
in future.
The evaluation step produced other results, also reported in Section 7 below. For example, backtranslations that were synonyms of source language PTs (for example, the back-translation of the
German term ÄRZTE was DOCTORS, which is synonymous with the SL term PHYSICIANS) did not count as
errors, but could be considered as candidates for alternative SL Use For terms or Preferred Terms.
As explained in fuller detail in Section 7 below, the evaluation step involved examining the meaning of
both target and source language terms, via their metadata and by consulting a wide range of lexical and
terminological resources, both monolingual and multilingual (see Appendix B). It also involved referring
to the ELSST translation guidelines, to check whether the target language terms conformed to them or
not.
Changes to either the TL or SL terms were outside the scope of the current work.
6.6 Limitations of the approach
Judging translation quality is by nature subjective, and the work reported here is based on one person’s
assessment. Ideally, more evaluators would have been used and the translation and evaluation steps
would have been carried out by different individuals. Thus many of the errors found will need further
discussion and investigation with the translators of the original source language terms.

7 Results of the back-translation exercise
7.1 Overview
The back-translation exercise described in Section 6 above resulted in an error classification to which
French and German terms were assigned. The terms in question will be shared with the relevant ELSST
translators. The error classification itself is of relevance to all ELSST translators.
Errors fall into two main categories:
a) Semantic errors: these concern the concept denoted by the term, or its relationship with other
concepts:
1. ambiguous TL terms
2. TL term not clearly distinguished from other TL term
3. difference in meaning between TL and SL PTs (concept mismatch)
www.seriss.eu
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4. UK-specific SL PTs
5. invalid BT relationship in TL
b) Formal errors: these concern the form of the Preferred Term used to represent a concept, or its
metadata, that are in violation of ELSST translation guidelines:
6.
7.
8.
9.

spelling, formatting and punctuation errors in TL term
redundant or missing qualifiers in TL terms
wrong plurality of TL PT
difference in the scope note of the TL and SL PTs

These categories are not mutually exclusive. Each error type is discussed in more detail in Sections 7.2 7.10 below. For each type, methods are proposed for how it can be detected, solved (i.e. how current
errors can be corrected), and if possible, avoided (i.e. how similar errors can be avoided in future). These
recommendations will feed into the revised ELSST translation guidelines and Balkan (forthcoming).
In addition to this error classification, the back-translation exercise produced further results, discussed in
Sections 7.11 –7.13 below. These include suggestions regarding:




unmotivated terminological inconsistency in the TL
alternative SL PTs/UFs
UFs of TL terms that have no SL equivalent

7.2 Ambiguous TL terms
Overview
Ambiguity is where a word has more than one meaning. A distinction is sometimes made between
homographs, i.e. two or more words written in the same way that have quite different meanings (e.g.
‘bank’ means either a financial institution or a riverside), polysemes, i.e. words with more than one
related meanings (e.g. ‘summit’ means a mountain top or a meeting of heads of government), and vague
words, where a word has more than one meanings that are difficult to distinguish from each other (e.g.
‘reporter’ can be either male or female) (Hilpert (2016)). In the discussion below, we use ‘ambiguous’ to
cover all three cases. Ambiguity is a recognised problem in social science terminology in general (Kempf
et al. (2016)).
While a word in normal discourse may be ambiguous, thesaurus terms should be as unambiguous as
possible. An example of an ambiguous French PT is shown below:
French PT
MORTS DE GUERRE
BTs:
MORT;
VICTIMES DE GUERRE
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Back-translation
WAR DEAD; WAR DEATHS

English source PT
WAR DEATHS
UF: WAR DEAD
BTs:
DEATH;
WAR VICTIMS
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In normal discourse, the French term MORTS DE GUERRE is ambiguous, since it can mean either WAR
DEAD or WAR DEATHS in English. It is equally ambiguous in the thesaurus, since neither of its BTs (MORT
(i.e. DEATH in English), or VICTIMES DE GUERRE (i.e. WAR VICTIMS in English)) serve to disambiguate it.
This therefore constitutes an error.
How to find?
Potentially ambiguous TL terms are those that have more than one non-synonymous back-translation. In
each case, the metadata of the TL PT need to be examined to see whether the TL PT is disambiguated by
its place in the hierarchy, and/or by a scope note, if any. Investigation of ambiguous TL terms was often
time-consuming, since the back-translations might be quite close in meaning and require specialist
knowledge to disambiguate (e.g. legal terms).
How to solve?
Currently, the ELSST translation guidelines give little guidance on how to avoid ambiguity in the target
language.
ISO 25964-1 (p. 21) recommends the following strategies for how to disambiguate thesaurus terms,
either in the source or target language:
“If the context provided by the hierarchy of broader and narrower concepts linked to the
concept in question is insufficient to elucidate the intended scope, additional measures should
be applied. While the thesaurus terms should be expressed as unambiguously as possible, it is
especially important to formulate the Preferred Term of a given concept in such a way that it
conveys the intended scope to any user. For example, the multi-meaning term “depression”
could be reformulated as “economic depression” or “meteorological depression”, as
appropriate. Alternatively a qualifier may be used. In cases where these measures are not
appropriate or sufficient, or where additional information would help to clarify the meaning and
make the usage more consistent, an explicit scope note should be used.”
There is no one solution that fits all cases. Note also that where the SL term is equally ambiguous, the TL
may choose a different strategy for dealing with ambiguity than the SL. A French example from ELSST is
given below:
French PT
Back-translation
COHABITATION
COHABITATION
(RELATIONS)
(RELATIONS)
BT:
COMPORTEMENT
SOCIAL

English source PT
COHABITATION
BT: SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR,
Scope note: LIVING TOGETHER AS A COUPLE,
AS IF MARRIED

COHABITATION can also have a political sense in both French and English. Terms are disambiguated by
their place in the hierarchy in both languages. That is, their BT, SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR in English, and its
equivalent in French (COMPORTEMENT SOCIAL) serve to rule out the political sense of COHABITION in
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both languages. However, while the term is further disambiguated by a qualifier (RELATIONS) in French,
it is disambiguated additionally by a scope note in English.
How to avoid?
The problem with ambiguous and vague terms is that the ambiguity/vagueness may not be obvious to
the TL speaker, until a translation is sought. In this respect, back-translation provides a useful check
when adding a new TL translation. As noted above, the ELSST Translation guidelines need to be
expanded to give more explicit information on how to disambiguate thesaurus terms. Recently, ELSST
has adopted the policy of providing source language scope notes wherever possible. If these scope notes
are translated into each target language this should help to eliminate ambiguity from the thesaurus.
7.3 TL term not clearly distinguished from other TL term
Overview
It is desirable in any thesaurus that the PTs are clearly distinguishable from one another (see for example
Nohama et al. (2012)). It sometimes happens, however, that distinctions between PTs in the source
language are not as clear in the target language. These cases need to be identified and addressed. Note
that this is a special case of target language ambiguity.
How to find?
TL terms with potentially overlapping meanings with other TL terms were discovered since they shared
at least one back-translation with another TL term. A French example:
French PT
ANIMAUX
DOMESTIQUES

Back-translation
DOMESTIC ANIMALS;
PETS

English source PT
DOMESTIC ANIMALS

ANIMAUX DE
COMPAGNIE

PETS

HOUSEHOLD PETS
UF:
PETS

(The meaning of DOMESTIC ANIMALS in English is wider than PETS, since it refers to any domesticated
animals, not just those kept for companionship or pleasure.)
In some cases, the scope note of one or more TL PTs contained a warning not to confuse with other TL
terms. A German example:
German PT
GRUNDBESITZ
SN:
DIESER BEGRIFF
BEZIEHT SICH
ALLGEMEIN AUF
VERFÜGUNGSRECHTE
AN GRUND UND
BODEN. FÜR EIGENTUM
www.seriss.eu

Back-translation
LAND TENURE
SN:
THIS TERM REFERS TO
LAND TENURE IN
GENERAL. FOR
OWNERSHIP OF LAND,
USE THE TERM ‘LAND
OWNERSHIP’

English source PT
LAND TENURE
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VON GRUND UND
BODEN BITTE DEN
UNTERBEGRIFF
"GRUNDEIGENTUM"
VERWENDEN

In all cases, the metadata of the terms have to be examined, to see if the ambiguity is resolved, as in the
French example below:
TL PT
PARENTS
NTs:
MERES;
PARENTS ADOPTIFS;
PARENTS D’ACCUEIL;
PERES

Back-translation
PARENTS; RELATIVES

English source PT
PARENTS
NTs:
ADOPTIVE PARENTS;
FATHERS;
FOSTER PARENTS;
MOTHERS

MEMBRES DE LA
FAMILLE
UFs:
PARENTÉ
PARENTS (FAMILLE)

FAMILY MEMBERS

FAMILY MEMBERS
UFs:
FAMILY RELATIVES;
KINSHIP;
RELATIVES (FAMILY);

The French PT ‘PARENTS’ can mean either PARENTS or RELATIVES in normal discourse. However, in the
thesaurus, its NTs include MOTHER and FATHER, so its meaning is clearly the former. There is also the
term ‘PARENTS (FAMILLE)’ in the French thesaurus, which is used as a UF of MEMBRES DE LA FAMILLE,
meaning FAMILY MEMBERS in English, so in this case, it means RELATIVES. Section 7.8 below discusses
in greater detail how qualifiers can be used to disambiguate terms in a thesaurus.
How to solve?
The same strategies as those for ambiguous TL terms can be applied to the TL terms with overlapping
meanings (see Section 7.2 above).
However, all cases should first be reported to the ELSST management team, since the best strategy might
be to merge two SL terms to form a new concept.
7.4 Differences in meaning between the TL term and English SL term (concept mismatch)
Overview
Concept mismatches are where the concept denoted by the target language PT is different from the
concept denoted by the source language PT.
Concept mismatches are common in normal discourse, due to the different ways in which languages
lexicalise concepts. However, concept mismatches are not permitted in ELSST, since a SL and TL PT must
denote the same concept. Nevertheless, the back-translation exercise did find some cases of concept
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mismatch in ELSST. These were due, for example, to undetected ambiguity in the SL or TL, or by delays in
the schedule for updating translations after changes to the SL term.
As with ambiguity errors, concept mismatches in the thesaurus can only be verified by examining a
term’s metadata, in this case, the metadata of both the SL and TL terms. Often what appeared to be a
mismatch was actually resolved in the thesaurus via the use of scope notes or other devices, as in the
French example below:
TL PT
COMPORTEMENT FACE
A L'ALCOOL

Back-translation
ALCHOHOL-RELATED
BEHAVIOUR

English source PT
DRINKING BEHAVIOUR
SN:
DRINKING HABITS, PATTERNS OF
ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION AND
BEHAVIOUR ASSOCIATED WITH
ALCOHOL INTAKE.

In the SL, the restriction of the term’s meaning to alcoholic drinks is conveyed by a scope note, which is
not needed in French.
Different subtypes of concept mismatch were identified, as defined in Section 5.2 above:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Inexact equivalence
Partial equivalence (either broader (>) or narrower (<))
Partial equivalence (compound equivalence)
Non-equivalence

ELSST translation guidelines recommend that all cases of concept mismatch be reported in the first
instance to the ELSST management team, in case the scope of the SL concept may be modified to
eliminate the problem. Alternative solutions are discussed for each subtype of mismatch below.
The best way of avoiding concept mismatches is for new source terms to be agreed by the ELSST
translator group to make sure that they and their scopes are relevant to all languages and cultures.
A. Inexact equivalence
Overview
Inexact equivalence is where there is a small difference in scope, perhaps due to differences of culture,
connotation or appreciation. A French example:
French PT

back-translation

English source PT

ECONOMIE
PARALLELE

PARALLEL ECONOMY

INFORMAL ECONOMY
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How to find?
Cases of potential inexact equivalence were found where the TL had a back-translation that was a nearsynonym of the SL term. Note that cases of inexact equivalence where the back-translation is the same
as the SL term also exist, but these cases could not be detected by the back-translation method. This is
one limitation of the back-translation approach.
Note also that the notion of what constitutes a small difference in scope is somewhat subjective.
Nohama et al. (2012), discussing multilingual thesauri, describe translation as “a special case of
synonymy in which words of different languages are linked.” They also point out that tolerance for sense
deviation between synonyms depends on the domain of the thesaurus: “In medicine ‘neoplasm’, ‘cancer’
and ‘carcinoma’ would hardly be considered synonyms but a different decision may be taken in another
domain.”
How to solve?
ELSST translation guidelines recommend that inexact equivalences be treated as though they are exact
equivalents. However, it would be useful to mark them in some way.

B. Partial equivalence
Overview
Partial equivalence is where one language has no term that accurately represents the concept for which
a label is sought, but does have a term that is normally considered to represent a broader or narrower
concept that falls completely within the scope of the concept represented by the other. Examples are
shown below:
ID

French PT

Back-translation

English source PT

B1

WORK OF A PASTOR

PASTORAL WORK
BT:
RELIGIOUS BEHAVIOUR

B2

TRAVAIL DU
PASTEUR
BT:
COMPORTEMENT
RELIGIEUX
ECOLIERS

SCHOOLBOYS;
SCHOOLCHILDREN

SCHOOLCHILDREN

<

ID

German PT

back-translation

English source PT

B3

TELEKOMMUNIKA
TIONSÜBERWACH
UNG

TELECOMUNICATIONS
SURVEILLANCE

INTERCEPTION OF
COMMUNICATION:
UFs:
TELEPHONE TAPPING;
WIRE TAPPING
BTs:

TL/SL
Relationship
<
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COMMUNICATION
CONTROL;
EVIDENCE GATHERING

In all the above examples, the TL term is narrower than the SL term. B2 is an example of where the TL
term is narrower because it is less vague than the SL term: the French term ECOLIERS is marked for
(male) gender, while the English term SCHOOLCHILDREN is not.
How to find?
Cases of potential partial equivalence were found where the back-translation differed in form and
semantics from the SL PT, but where either the denotation of the TL term was contained within the
denotation of the SL term or vice versa. This was sometimes difficult to establish.
How to solve?
ELSST guidelines recommend the following options:




treat the SL and TL terms as if they were exact equivalents, e.g.
SCIENCE in English → WISSENSCHAFT in German
although the German term is broader than the English term,
or;
add a qualifier to narrow the meaning of either the SL or TL term, e.g.
ADVICE in English I → CONSEIL (AVIS) in French

As before, it would be useful to mark in some way (to be decided) that this is a solution to a partial
equivalence problem.
Clearer guidelines with respect to how to handle gender-specific terms in ELSST would be useful (note
that there are currently no ISO 25964 guidelines on this).
C. Partial equivalence (compound equivalence)
Overview
Compound equivalence is where one language has no term that accurately represents the concept for
which a label is sought, but where one of the languages offers two or more partial equivalents that, in
combination, represent the whole of the concept represented by one term in the source language. A
French example:
French PT
COMBUSTIBLES ET
CARBURANTS
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Backtranslation
FUELS AND
MOTOR FUELS

English source PT
FUELS
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How to find?
Cases of potential compound equivalence were found where the TL PT had more than one valid nonsynonymous back-translation.
Some cases of compound equivalence can be found by searching for all terms of the form ‘X AND Y’ or its
equivalent in the TL. Note, however, that not all such terms will be cases of compound equivalence. In
some cases, a term can express two unrelated concepts in both languages. For example:
KIRCHE UND BILDUNG (German) -> CHURCH AND EDUCATION (English)
How to solve?
ELSST guidelines recommend the following strategy for dealing with compound equivalence:


coin a combined term in the TL that consists of the two TL terms that represent the concept
linked by ‘and’ (or more precisely the TL translation of ‘and’). Examples include:
o FUELS in English → COMBUSTIBLES ET CARBURANTS in French
o SINGLE-SEX SCHOOLS in English → JUNGENSCHULEN UND MÄDCHENSCHULEN in
German
The individual parts of the combined term (in the second example, JUNGENSCHULEN and
MÄDCHENSCHULEN) may be added as UFs.

As before, it would be useful to record somewhere that this is a solution to compound equivalence.
D. Non-equivalence
Overview
Non-equivalence is where no term in one language can be found that even partially or inexactly
represents a concept that is needed in the thesaurus. It can be due to cultural reasons, or because of
lexical gaps. A French example:
French PT
ETABLISSEMENTS DE
SOINS AUX PERSONNES
AGEES
UFs:
FOYERS POUR
PERSONNES AGEES;
MAISONS DE RETRAITE
BTs:
ETABLISSEMENTS DE
SOINS;
HABITATION POUR
PERSONNES AGEES;
SOINS AUX PERSONNES
AGEES
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Back-translation
OLD AGE HOMES

English source PT
RESIDENTIAL CARE OF THE
ELDERLY
UFs:
OLD PEOPLES HOMES;
OLD PEOPLE’S HOMES
BTs:
CARE OF THE ELDERLY;
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY;
RESIDENTIAL CARE
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In the above example, RESIDENTIAL CARE FOR THE ELDERLY has no ready equivalent in French, so the
term ETABLISSEMENTS DE SOINS AUX PERSONNES AGEES (OLD AGE HOMES in English) has been used to
translate it instead.
How to find?
Cases of non-equivalence were found where the back-translation differed semantically from the SL term,
or were otherwise rare or difficult to find.
How to solve?
Some cases of non-equivalence were due to scheduling problems in the updating of translations. These
can be solved by making adjustments to the workflow schedule.
Otherwise, in cases of genuine concept mismatch, the possibility of eliminating the problem by
modifying the scope of the SL term should first be explored. Failing that, the ELSST translation guidelines
recommend the following strategies for dealing with cases of non-equivalence:


use the SL term as a loan term in the TL term



coin a new term in the TL



use the translation of a SL UF. e.g.
HOMELESSNESS in English → SANS DOMICILE FIXE in French
where SANS DOMICILE FIXE is the translation of HOMELESS PERSONS, which is the UF of
HOMELESSNESS in English.

The ELSST translation guidelines recommend that the last option be used “very occasionally”. This is
because, among other things, it raises questions about the validity of a term’s BT(s) – see Section7.6
below. However, many cases were discovered in the back-translation exercise.
As with other cases of concept mismatch, it would be useful to mark up that the chosen translation is a
solution for a non-equivalence problem.
7.5 UK-specific SL PTs
Overview
ELSST guidelines specify that “The multilingual ELSST thesaurus aims to be culture-neutral – concepts
included in the thesaurus are intended to reflect a European perspective, rather than be country-,
language- or institution-specific. However, country- and language-specific terms are allowed as Use For
terms.”
Nevertheless, some instances of some apparently UK-specific PTs were discovered, including:
French PT
SYNODE GENERAL

back-translation
GENERAL SYNOD

English Source PT
GENERAL SYNOD

How to find?
UK-specific terms were found when the TL had no back-translation or were difficult to find.
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How to solve?
Terms that appear to be UK-specific should be proposed to the ELSST management team for deletion or
modification.
How to avoid?
UK-specific terms are those which were imported into ELSST from HASSET in the early stages of the
thesaurus. Nowadays, the problem should not arise, since all new SL terms have to be approved by the
multilingual ELSST translator group and will only then be translated into the other languages.
7.6 Invalid BT relationship in TL
Overview
In ELSST, not only the concepts, but the relationships between the concepts, as expressed by Broader
Terms, Narrower Terms, and Related Terms, should be appropriate for each language.
The back-translation exercise discovered some cases where a BT relationship (i.e. the relationship that
holds between a Broader Term and its Narrower Term) appears to be more fitting in the SL than the TL is
the following French example:
French PT
ETABLISSEMENTS DE
SOINS AUX PERSONNES
AGEES
UFs:
FOYERS POUR
PERSONNES AGEES;
MAISONS DE RETRAITE:
BTs:
ETABLISSEMENTS DE
SOINS;
HABITATION POUR
PERSONNES AGEES;
SOINS AUX PERSONNES
AGEES

Back-translation
OLD AGE HOMES

English source PT
RESIDENTIAL CARE OF THE
ELDERLY
UF s:
OLD PEOPLES HOMES;
OLD PEOPLE’S HOMES
BTs:
CARE OF THE ELDERLY;
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY;
RESIDENTIAL CARE

The BTs CARE OF THE ELDERLY and RESIDENTIAL CARE look more suitable for the SL term than for the TL
(because RESIDENTIAL CARE OF THE ELDERLY is a type of care, not a type of housing), while the BT
HOUSING FOR THE ELDERLY looks more suitable for the TL term (because ETABLISSEMENTS DE SOINS
AUX PERSONNES AGEES, i.e. OLD AGE HOMES are a type of housing, not care).
How to find?
Most cases of apparently invalid BT relationships were found in cases of non-equivalence (see Section
7.4 above).
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How to solve?
Translators should report all cases where a BT seems to be inappropriate for their language, and the
BT(s) for that term can then be reviewed.
How to avoid?
As with UK-specific terms, most problems with BT relationships were inherited from the fact that ELSST
hierarchies were initially derived from HASSET. Nowadays, ELSST translators can raise any problems they
have with the BTs of new terms before they get into the thesaurus, to make sure that the proposed
structure is suitable for their language.
7.7 Spelling, formatting, and punctuation errors
Overview
Spelling covers:



spelling conventions for each language version
use of accents and diacritics

ELSST translation guidelines recommend that ELSST language versions follow spelling conventions
specific to their language and language variety. These spelling conventions are, however, nowhere
referenced in the guidelines. For example, the English version follows British English spellings as specified
by the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) online.
ELSST translation guidelines also allow more than one language variety to be included in the same
language version. The German version, for example, contains German-German PTs, but permits Austrian
terms as UFs. Currently, however, it is not possible to distinguish terms from different language varieties
within the same language version from each other.
Each language version of ELSST should determine which diacritics to implement in ELSST. The guidelines
have recently been updated to incorporate this information. The important thing about diacritics is that
they are applied consistently within each language version.
Currently, ELSST guidelines give no guidance on either formatting or punctuation. Formatting covers,
amongst other things:


spacing between characters (e.g. between a term and its qualifier)

Punctuation covers the following within terms and their metadata:







full-stops (should not be used in acronyms such as AIDS (DISEASE))
apostrophes
hyphenation
inverted commas (in scope notes)
brackets
commas
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How to find?
Spelling errors were found on an ad hoc basis. A more efficient method would be to pass all TL terms
through a spell checker.
There was a known problem with French diacritics which has now been rectified. Terms in ELSST are in
upper case, and since diacritics are not obligatory in French uppercase letters, older French terms did not
have any. However, the policy was reversed for all new French terms, resulting in an inconsistency in the
use of diacritics in ELSST French terms. Reports could also be written to find instances of terms with full
stops, etc. to see if they have been consistently implemented.
How to solve?
The ELSST translation guidelines need to be updated with more specific guidelines on spelling, formatting
and punctuation for each language.
Some way of identifying different varieties of languages within the same language version needs to be
found.
How to avoid?
A spell checker could be incorporated into the thesaurus management system to check spelling at data
input.
7.8 Redundant or missing qualifiers in TL terms
Overview
Following ISO 25964-1 (p.22), the use of qualifiers is prescribed in ELSST to:
a) distinguish homographs in the same language. Both terms should be given a qualifier.
b) disambiguate homographic terms, even if there is only one in the thesaurus in order to promote
interoperability with other vocabularies (this is optional)
The ELSST translation guidelines, following ISO 25964-1 (p.22), warn, however, that since qualifiers are
slightly cumbersome to apply, they should not be overused. ISO 25964-1 recommends that they should
be avoided especially in Preferred Terms if another means of resolving ambiguity can be found (e.g. via a
multi-word term).
Since homographs are language-specific, it follows that the use of qualifiers is also language-specific: a SL
qualifier need not be translated into the TL, since no ambiguity may exist in the TL.
The back-translation exercise found two types of error involving qualifiers in the TL:
a) redundant qualifiers: TL terms containing qualifiers where none is necessary
b) missing qualifiers: a TL qualifier is missing
An example of a redundant qualifier is shown below:
French PT
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back-translation

Original English PT
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ACCOUCHEMENT
PROVOQUE
(NAISSANCE)

INDUCED LABOUR (BIRTH)

INDUCED LABOUR (BIRTH)

The term ACCOUCHEMENT in French is not ambiguous in French in the same way that LABOUR is in
English. Thus it is not necessary to translate the English term’s qualifier (BIRTH) into French (NAISSANCE).
An example of a missing qualifier is shown below:
French PT
AIDE AU
DEVELOPPEMENT

back-translation
DEVELOPMENT AID

Original English PT
DEVELOPMENT AID
(INTERNATIONAL)

AIDE AU
DEVELOPPEMENT
(NATIONAL)

DEVELOPMENT AID
(NATIONAL)

DEVELOPMENT AID
(NATIONAL)

AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT appears twice in French, once with a qualifier (AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT
(NATIONAL)), and once without. Otherwise, it is hard to know what AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT on its
own refers to.
How to find?
The back-translation exercise highlighted cases where the TL contained a qualifier, but the SL did not, or
vice versa. However, as discussed above, this does not necessarily entail an error. Instead, the following
reports need to be generated and analysed:
a) all TL terms (Preferred Terms and Use For terms) that are identical except for the presence or
absence of a qualifier (to check for missing qualifiers)
b) all TL terms (Preferred Terms and Use For terms) that contain qualifiers (to check for redundant
qualifiers)
Note that single homographs would not be found by these reports, but qualifiers are not obligatory in
such cases, as discussed above.
For each of the above reports, a manual check must be made of the results.
How to solve?
Homographs need to have qualifiers added where appropriate, or the terms be otherwise
disambiguated, via relabelling for example. Redundant qualifiers should be removed.
How to avoid?
When translating a term, it is always useful to consider whether or not a qualifier is necessary. It would
also be useful if the system could alert the translator to existing terms that contain the term they are
translating so that they could add qualifiers as appropriate.
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7.9 Wrong plurality of TL PT
Overview
ISO 25964-1 makes various recommendations regarding the plurality of terms:
a) each language version should follow the conventions generally adopted by thesaurus writers in
their language (p.27)
b) the singular and plural form of a term that refer to different concepts may coexist within the
same language version of the thesaurus, but the distinction between them should be reinforced
by adding a scope note and if possible a qualifier. They give as an example, WOOD (MATERIAL)
and WOODS (AREAS OF WOODLAND). ISO 25964-1 (p. 29)
c) where a singular and plural term denote the same concept, but their spelling differs to such an
extent that the terms would be separated by unrelated terms when filed alphabetically, a
reference should be made from the UF term. They give as an example in English Preferred Term=
MICE, Use For term = MOUSE. ISO 25964-1 (p. 29)
ELSST follows recommendation (a) in allowing each language version to follow the thesaurus
conventions for that language.
In English, the source language of ELSST, count nouns (i.e. nouns that denote things that can be counted)
are expressed as plurals, and non-count nouns (i.e. nouns that denote things that cannot be counted)
usually as singulars. For example, CHILD is a count noun, so is represented in its plural form (i.e.
CHILDREN) in the thesaurus rather than in its singular form (i.e. CHILD). So far, all ELSST languages have
chosen to represent count nouns in their plural form.
However, in ELSST, it is still possible to find cases where a term in the singular in the SL has an equivalent
in the plural form in a TL, or vice versa, because a TL equivalent with the same count as the SL is either
unavailable or deemed inappropriate. The following examples are from Romanian:


SL count – TL non-count
e.g. FACILITIES (plural) – INFRASTRUCTURĂ (singular)



SL non-count – TL count
e.g. OVERTIME (singular) – ORE SUPLIMENTARE (plural)

Thus, although the choice of plurality of a TL term is ultimately up to the TL translator, cases where the
SL and TL differed in plurality were recorded and analysed, highlighting instances where the Target
Language PT potentially had the wrong plurality. Some French examples (they all ought to be plural
nouns):
TL PT
HYPOTHEQUE
SAGE-FEMME
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Back-translation
MORTGAGE
MIDWIFE

English source PT
MORTGAGES
MIDWIVES
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Neither Recommendation (b), i.e. to distinguish singular and plural forms of a term that denote different
concepts via a scope note or qualifier, nor Recommendation (c) has been implemented in ELSST, but may
be considered as future extensions.
Failure to implement Recommendation (b) has possibly led to some mistranslations in ELSST, particularly
where the SL version contains both the count and non-count version of a term. For example, the SL
version of ELSST contains both the Preferred Term CRIME and the Use For Term CRIMES, corresponding
to the non-count and count versions of CRIME respectively, with the following distinctions in meaning:
a) CRIME (non-count noun) = ‘unlawful acts in general’ (Collins online dictionary)
b) CRIMES (count noun) = ‘an act or omission prohibited and punished by law’ (Collins online
dictionary)
These have been translated into French as follows:
French term
CRIME
CRIMES

back-translation
CRIME
CRIMES

Original English term
CRIME
CRIMES

However, a more appropriate French equivalent of the SL non-count noun CRIME might be CRIMINALITÉ.
How to find?
Since plurality is language-specific, a difference in plurality between a SL and TL term is not necessarily
an indication of error; conversely, identical plurality of the SL and TL term is not always correct.
Nevertheless, a report to compare the back-translation with the SL original may be able to pick up some
cases where the plurality of the TL term is incorrect – each case needs to be examined manually.
How to solve?
ELSST translation guidelines have recently been updated with more specific examples.
How to avoid?
Raising translators’ awareness, via the updated guidelines, should help avoid issues with plurality in
future.
7.10 Differences in the scope note of the TL term and English SL term
Overview
ELSST guidelines currently mandate that SL scope notes be given an exact translation in the TL, where
they are translated at all.
The following differences between SL and TL scope notes were noted, and therefore constituted an
error:
a) both the SL and TL have a scope note, but the TL scope note is not an exact translation of the SL
scope note
b) there is a scope note in the TL only
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A German example of (a) include advice to TL users on how to use the term in the TL:
TL PT and scope note
FESTNAHME
Sn = POLIZEILICHE
HANDLUNG ZUR
INGEWAHRSAMNAHME
VON VERDÄCHTIGEN.
BITTE NICHT MIT DEM
BEGRIFF
"INHAFTIERUNG"
VERWECHSELN.

Back-translation scope
note
ARREST
Sn = PROCEDURE
CARRIED OUT BY POLICE
WHEN TAKING
SUSPECTS INTO
CUSTODY. DO NOT
CONFUSE WITH
‘DETENTION’.

English source PT and scope note
ARREST
Sn = FORMAL PROCEDURE
CARRIED OUT BY POLICE WHEN
TAKING SUSPECTS INTO
CUSTODY.

In the above example, the German scope note contains the advice “DO NOT CONFUSE WITH
‘DETENTION’”, which is missing in English.
Other examples of (a) include cases where the SL scope note was updated, but the translation lagged
behind.
How to find?
Scope note differences were discovered on an ad hoc basis. A list of English scope notes with their TL
equivalents for each TL should be generated and examined manually.
How to solve?
A review of scope notes and other note types is currently being undertaken to ensure a more consistent
approach across languages.
How to avoid?
Updated translation guidelines will provide detailed guidance on how to populate the scope note and
related fields.

7.11 Unmotivated ‘terminological inconsistency’ in TL
Overview
By comparing the back-translations of terms that contain other terms, a potentially new category of
error emerged, namely unmotivated terminological inconsistency. This error type is based on analogy
with terminological inconsistency in technical text translation (Rogers (2008)). There, terminological
inconsistency is used to mean the use of different forms of a term for the same referent, and is
considered to be undesirable, unless motivated for reasons to do with textuality/readability.
By analogy, terminological consistency in a thesaurus could be interpreted to mean that a term should
receive the same translation if it refers to the same referent, whether or not it appears singly or as part
of a compound term.
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The following is an example of terminological consistency in ELSST:
French term
DROITS DE L'HOMME
ETUDES DES DROITS DE
L'HOMME

English source
HUMAN RIGHTS
HUMAN RIGHTS STUDIES

since the French term DROITS DE L’HOMME is rendered in English as HUMAN RIGHTS, whether it
appears on its own, or as part of the bigger term, ETUDES DES DROITS DE L'HOMME:
Just as in text translation, however, there may be good reasons why terminological consistency in a
thesaurus may not be desirable. This remains a research issue. In the meantime, cases of terminological
inconsistency should be investigated, since they may point to a potential problem with either the TL or
SL PT.
For example the French term ‘PROPRIETE PRIVEE’ has a different SL equivalent when it appears singly
(i.e. PRIVATE PROPERTY) than when it is contained within the larger term DROIT DE PROPRIETE PRIVEE
(i.e. PERSONAL PROPERTY):
French term
DROIT DE PROPRIETE
PRIVEE
PROPRIETE PRIVEE

back-translation
PRIVATE PROPERTY
LAW
PRIVATE PROPERTY

Original English PT
PERSONAL PROPERTY LAW
PRIVATE OWNERSHIP
UF:
PRIVATE PROPERTY

It turns out that ‘PERSONAL PROPERTY’ has no direct equivalent in French law (see
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Propri%C3%A9t%C3%A9_personnelle ) which is why it was rendered as the
equivalent of PRIVATE PROPERTY in French.
How to find?
Cases of terminological inconsistency were discovered on a case-by-case basis. Having a bilingual view of
search results in the thesaurus management system would help identify them.
7.12 Alternative SL PTs/UFs
The back-translation exercise produced synonyms for SL PTs that could be considered as either
alternative labels for current PTs or as UFs. Examples include the following:
Alternative Preferred Term labels
French PT
PAYS EN
DEVELOPPEMENT
CLUBS DE PERSONNES
AGEES
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back-translation
LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

Original English PT
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

SENIOR CITIZENS CLUBS;
OLDER PEOPLE’S CLUBS

OLD PEOPLE'S CLUBS
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(OLDER PEOPLE is more politically correct and therefore possibly a better label for the source language
Preferred Term than OLD PEOPLE.)
Alternative UFs
French PT
ETABLISSEMENTS DE
SOINS AUX
PERSONNES AGEES

back-translation
CARE HOMES

Original English PT
RESIDENTIAL CARE OF THE ELDERLY:
UFs:
OLD PEOPLE’S HOMES
OLD PEOPLES HOMES

7.13 UFs of TL term that have no SL equivalent
Overview
Although ELSST guidelines permit Target Language UFs that have no SL equivalent, this is potentially
problematic. For example, the French term ALPHABETISATION has a UF ILLETRISME, which overlaps in
meaning with the English PT ILLITERACY, so would be better off as a UF of ANALPHABETISME
(ILLITERACY) instead.
TL PT
ALPHABETISATION
UF:
ILLETRISME
ANALPHABETISME

Back-translation of UF
ILLITERACY

SL PT
LITERACY

ILLITERACY

ELSST translation guidelines currently recommend that where translators add a TL UF to ELSST that is not
an exact synonym of the TL PT or a translation of a SL UF, they should report this to the ELSST
management team, so that the UF can be evaluated and suggested to other translators for inclusion in
the SL PT and translation into other languages, if appropriate.
How to find?
Cases of TL UFs with no SL equivalents were found on an ad hoc basis. A report could be generated to
find all TL Preferred Terms with their Use For terms, and their SL equivalents with their Use For terms.
The results must then be compared. This is likely to be a very labour-intensive exercise, especially for
German where there are very many UFs.
How to solve?
In addition to reporting TL UFs that have no SL equivalent to the ELSST Management Team, it would be
useful if these UFs could be identified in some way in the system. Note that this is in line with ISO
25964-1 (p.57) recommendations: “[s]howing cross-language equivalents for Use For terms in the
different languages of a multilingual thesaurus can be useful when the Use For terms are quasisynonyms conveying a specific aspect of the scope of the concept.”
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8 Review of tools and resources used in the evaluation exercise
8.1 Overview
A large variety of (mainly online) tools and resources were used in the back-translation exercise. A full list
of them can be found in Appendix B, and a brief review of the different types of resource can be found
below. Resources that provided translations, especially in context, such as Eur-lex, Reverso and Linguee
were useful for finding back-translations, while resources that provided definitions for terms, especially
dictionaries and terminologies, were more useful in the evaluation step.
8.2 Monolingual dictionaries
Monolingual dictionaries (both paper and online) were useful in providing a definition of terms. Most of
the dictionaries we consulted were general language dictionaries, but we also had access to the Oxford
reference suite which includes specialist dictionaries in English, available by subscription, which were
helpful in investigating specialist terminology such as the law.
8.3 Bilingual/Multilingual dictionaries
Bilingual/multilingual dictionaries, especially specialist dictionaries, were useful, but generally lacked
definitions. They therefore needed to be backed up by monolingual dictionaries.
8.4 Multilingual terminologies and glossaries
Terminologies and glossaries generally cover specialist areas, so are often more useful than general
language resources. However, many glossaries lack definitions. Terminologies, on the other hand, have
very detailed definitions. Some, however, were difficult to use because they contained too many terms
or definitions that were difficult to differentiate (e.g. Interactive Terminology for Europe (IATE). To
enhance their usability, it would be useful to know how official the glossaries or terminologies are, and
when they were last updated.
8.5 Other thesauri
Other thesauri that tackle the same subject area were useful, in that they represent other controlled
vocabularies, and may have had to address the same issues with finding equivalences across languages.
The problems with using other thesauri are well-known (see for example Doerr (2001)) and include:









ambiguity – many do not have explicit semantics or definitions
different coverage – some may reflect the coverage of a single organisation’s holdings
levels of granularity – this depends to some extent on the indexing policy; in particular this might
affect UFs: synonymous relationships that are valid in the context of one vocabulary, according
to its granularity, may become invalid or misleading in another (see Bodenreider and Bean
(2001))
different perspectives of the same domain
different source language or languages
different update schedules – some KOSs may contain outdated terms
different construction rules – for example:
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o

o

treatment of UFs
 some thesauri permit non-synonymous UFs, others don’t;
 Thesoz allows a non-descriptor to be expressed through the use of two separate
PTs (see the UF WORKING ADOLESCENT – ‘use ADOLESCENT and EMPLOYEE’ )
treatment of plurality of terms

8.6 Other Knowledge Organisation Systems (besides thesauri)
Other Knowledge Organisation Systems (KOSs) were useful for investigating specialist domains. For
example, European Skills/Competences, qualifications and Occupations (ESCO) multilingual classification
system was used to research occupation-related terms. Helpfully, ESCO also has mappings to the
International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) 2008, which is also available in different
languages. However, many of the problems of using thesauri as the source of translations apply to the
use of other KOSs.
8.7 Parallel and comparable corpora
A parallel corpus is a corpus that contains source texts and their translations, while a comparable corpus
is a collection of "similar" texts in different languages or in different varieties of a language (see Fletcher
(2011) for some available on the web). They were both useful to see how a term had been translated in
its context.
A problem with using texts as a translation source is that, after the first occurrence of a term, an
abbreviated form of it may be used to refer to it instead. This can potentially cause confusion for the
translator. For example, in the following excerpt from Linguee (http://www.linguee.fr/francaisanglais/traduction/pensions+alimentaires.html) the second occurrence of ‘pensions alimentaires pour
enfants’ (‘child support’ in English) is simply ’pensions alimentaires’. ‘Pensions alimentaires’ can also be
translated as ‘alimony’ in English. It is important, therefore, to look at the wider context when choosing a
translation from parallel texts:
French text
Lignes directrices fédérales sur les pensions
alimentaires pour enfants ont considérablement
changé la façon dont les tribunaux canadiens
déterminaient le montant des pensions
alimentaires.

English text
When they were implemented in 1997, the
Federal Child Support Guidelines significantly
changed the way Canadian courts determined
child support amounts.

Eur-lex, the multilingual database that provides access to European Union law, was most useful, as it was
easy to use, and allowed you to view results in multilingual screens.
To use corpora successfully, the user needs to know:





What is the source language?
What is the purpose of the original translation?
How was the translation carried out – manually/automatically/semi-automatically?
How official is the translation?
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How were the texts aligned (in parallel texts)?

Note also that, since corpora contain text, and not isolated terms, translators frequently use translation
strategies (e.g. paraphrase) that are not particularly appropriate to the translation of thesaurus terms.
8.8 Other reference sources
Other useful reference sources included Wikipedia and websites such as the German Classification of
Occupations 2010 – Structure, Coding and Conversion Table. These websites were useful for seeing how
the term is used within the target language. Questions it was important to establish include:



How official is the website? (Wikipedia, for example, has to be used with some caution.)
How recently was the website updated?

Reference sources also included printed sources such as textbooks on TL synonyms and usage, which
highlighted known translation problems, including false friends.
8.9 The web, in source or target language, mined using the Google search engine
Mining the web via Google gave an idea about the frequency of a term, and led to the discovery of many
useful websites. However, as with sources in Section 8.8, they needed to be treated with some caution.
8.10 Machine translation
Machine translation provides a fast method of finding a translation of a term. However, the quality of
machine translation is very variable, and depends, among other things, on the translation engine, and
the language pair/direction.
Google Translate proved most useful. Its French-English version performs well (see Shen (2010)), and
was useful for suggesting translations for compound terms. It also offers more than one translation if
you select ‘show more’. In addition, the service can be configured so as to obtain reverse translations,
effectively working as a crude back-translation engine. However, machine translation is notorious for
mis-translations, and should always be treated with caution.
8.11 Conclusion
This short review gives an idea about the many possibilities that are available to the translator and
evaluator, especially when it comes to online tools and resources. However, as mentioned several times
above, provenance of a translation is very important, as is currency. Without these two indicators, any
translation found on the internet needs to be treated with caution.

9 Discussion and recommendations
The back-translation exercise proved useful in that it highlighted problems in the target and source
languages, which thesaurus writers may not have been aware of (e.g. ambiguity). It also helped to
produce an error classification (Section 7), from which is it possible to derive the following criteria for
assessing the quality of ELSST translations:


semantic adequacy:
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o Are the TL terms clear and unambiguous?
o Are the TL PTs clearly differentiated from each other?
o Do TL PTs denote the same concept as their SL counterparts?
o Are all concepts language- and country-neutral?
o Are the BT relationships valid in the TL?
formal adequacy:
o Do the TL terms meet the ELSST translation guidelines, specifically with respect to:
 spelling, formatting and punctuation
 use of qualifiers
 plurality of PTs
 scope notes

The back-translation exercise also suggested other ways in which the thesaurus could be enhanced
(Sections 7.11-7.13), and resulted in a number of recommendations for improving ELSST which are
summarised below.
The first set of recommendations concern the following topics which will be addressed when the ELSST
translation guidelines are updated:








ambiguity: what strategies can be used for eliminating it?
concept mismatch: how to indicate that the translations adopted are solutions for different
types of concept mismatch?
scope notes and other note types: what belongs in each note type and how and when should
they be translated?
gender-marked terms: how should these be handled in ELSST?
qualifiers: consider extending their use to terms that differ only in their plurality and which refer
to different concepts
spelling, formatting and punctuation conventions: specify these for each language
plurality: consider adding singular forms as UFs for irregular plural forms, where they refer to the
same concept

The second set of recommendations affect the ELSST workflow:




Many of the problems encountered in the back-translation exercise are due to changes in the SL
version that are not able to be updated in the TL versions prior to the release of a new version of
ELSST. It needs to be discussed what should happen to such TL terms. Is it better to delete them
from the TL, or leave them in? Leaving them in could lead to ELSST being used to index different
objects across languages. Omitting them destroys the symmetry between languages in the
Current Version interface, since untranslated terms do not appear in the Current Version of
ELSST, and if a BT is untranslated, the link to its NT(s) is lost in the relevant TL, but not in the SL.
a regular review of terms by experts should be included in the workflow – exact details need to
be discussed
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The final set of recommendations concern enhancements to the Thesaurus management system in order
to:






identify different varieties of the same language (e.g. Austrian versus German German)
identify UFs that are not pure synonyms of its PT
spell-check terms at data input
a bilingual display of TL search results alongside their SL equivalents to help consistency in
translation
the facility to produce reports for quality-checking purposes, for example, to compare scope
notes across languages, or qualifiers within each language version

The back-translation exercise also resulted in a review of online tools and resources (Section 8) which
will be shared with ELSST translators.
On the other hand, the back-translation exercise also highlighted limitations of back-translation as a way
of evaluating translation quality of thesaurus terms. First of all, it is very labour-intensive and requires
detailed knowledge not just of the source and target languages, but also of conventions and guidelines
used to construct the thesaurus in question. Secondly, it is intrinsically subjective, since translation itself
is subjective.
Thirdly, it is unable to detect all errors types. For example, if a back-translation is the same as the
original source term, the assumption is that the original translation is correct, but this may not be the
case. And where thesaurus guidelines are language-specific, such as with the treatment of qualifiers or
plurality, it can be used to find some, but not all, errors.
Fourthly, the error classification which the back-translation exercise resulted in, while useful, says
nothing about the relative importance of each error type.
Fifthly, a serious limitation of the approach is the fact that while the back-translation exercise was useful
for assessing the semantic and formal adequacy of the thesaurus terms, it says nothing about their
pragmatic adequacy, i.e. how acceptable the original target language term is to a user – this requires a
native speaker user of the target language to assess.
Lastly, the back-translation exercise says nothing about how well the thesaurus will perform in an
operational setting. One example of an operational evaluation is presented in Part 2 of this deliverable.
The back-translation method, should, therefore, be supplemented by other evaluation methods, such as
focus-group evaluation and data-driven evaluation, as discussed in Section 6.2 in order to give a fuller
assessment of the thesaurus.

10 Next steps
The back-translation exercise resulted in a list of errors in the French and German ELSST terms that will
be discussed and shared with the relevant translators. It also resulted in a number of recommendations
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that affect (a) the content of the thesaurus, (b) the workflow and (c) the thesaurus management
software. These will be taken forward for discussion in the next phase of the CESSDA-ELSST project
(January – September 2017). They will also be taken into account for the next deliverables of the SERISS
project, i.e. updated ELSST translation guidelines (due February 2017), and Balkan (forthcoming).
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PART 2
11 Introduction
Part 2 of the deliverable compares how ELSST terms have been used in an operational setting, namely to
index the same cross-national surveys by Consortium of Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) archives
and associated archives. Indexing is the process of assigning terms to a document or data to describe the
subject matter. The indexing at the data archives who contributed to this deliverable is carried out by
trained indexers, according to indexing procedures. Indexing practices and procedures vary, however,
per archive.
Part 2 starts by presenting an overview of the different approaches to indexing at each archive, in order
to give a fuller understanding of how the surveys are indexed.
Differences in the sets of ELSST terms assigned to the cross-national surveys are then analysed to
investigate whether they could be due to differences in how indexers have interpreted the terms across
languages, thus providing another means of evaluating the quality of the ELSST translations.
Unlike Part 1 of the deliverable, which is restricted to French and German ELSST terms, this part of the
deliverable looked at terms from all languages of ELSST.
Part 2 is structured as follows. First the scope of the work is introduced, and the methodology described.
The results are then presented, followed by a discussion and concluding remarks.

12 Aims and scope
The original scope of this part of the deliverable is described in Annex 1 of the project documentation:
“…the CESSDA Portal, which provides a seamless interface to data collections from social science data
archives across Europe, will be interrogated to identify multilingual surveys indexed with the translated
terms. The terms applied to these surveys will be compared with the Source Language terms and any
differences identified.”
This can be broken into two subtasks:



Subtask 1: Identify multilingual surveys indexed with the translated terms
Subtask 2: Compare these terms with the Source Language (SL)

The ‘translated terms’ in this part of the deliverable were not restricted to French and German terms as
in Part 1, but included target language terms from all ELSST languages. Unfortunately, the CESSDA data
catalogue was no longer operational at the time when work on Part 2 of the deliverable needed to be
carried out, and is not expected to be reinstated until 2018.Therefore, an alternative strategy for the
Subtask 2 was agreed: SERISS and CESSDA partners were asked which multilingual surveys (including the
European Social Survey (ESS) and the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE)) they
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have indexed with ELSST terms. As stated in the original task description, the terms applied to the
surveys were then compared with the Source Language terms and any differences identified.
This deliverable also includes an overview of the different approaches to indexing at each archive
surveyed, in order to give a fuller understanding of how the surveys are indexed.

13 Methodology
Data were collected via a questionnaire (Appendix C). The questionnaire listed the following crossnational surveys, all of which are indexed by the UK Data Archive, except SHARE, which was included
because it is one of the key surveys in the SERISS project:












European Social Survey (ESS)
Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE)
Eurobarometer (EB)
European Company Survey (ECS)
European Election Study (EES)
European Quality of Life Survey (EQLS)
European and World Values Study (EVS)
European Working Conditions Survey (EWCS)
International Social Survey Programme (ISSP)
World Values Survey (WVS)
Young Lives: an International Study of Childhood Poverty

The questionnaire was sent to the ELSST translator group who either responded directly or forwarded it
to the relevant person at their institution. The translator group includes representatives for each
language version of ELSST (11 in total, including Slovenian, who are in the process of translating ELSST).
Most ELSST partners belong to CESSDA and/or are part of the SERISS project. Respondents were asked
to provide the following information for each survey:





whether their archive indexes the survey with ELSST in their language
whether their archive indexes the survey using some other controlled language. If so, which?
the level the survey is indexed at (study-level; question/variable level; both)
the index terms used, or alternatively, a link to the URL for the index terms

Replies were received from seven archives:








Social Science Data Archives (ADP), Slovenia
National Centre for Social Research (EKKE), Greece (part of Social Data Network (So.Da.Net))
Finnish Social Science Data Archive (FSD), Finland
The Swiss Centre of Expertise in the Social Sciences (FORS), Switzerland
Leibniz-Institute for the Social Sciences (GESIS), Germany
Romanian Social Data Archive (RODA), Romania
Swedish National Data Service (SND), Sweden
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Results were then collated and analysed by the author of this deliverable.

14 Results
14.1 Overview
The main results are presented in three tables:
1. Appendix D shows for each survey, the indexing language used by each language, and whether
the survey is indexed as a whole (i.e. the index terms cover all waves/rounds) and/or its
individual waves (see Section1 4.2.3 and 14.2.7 below)
2. Appendix E shows for each survey whether an archive indexes international and/or countryspecific data collections (see Section 14.2.4 below)
3. Appendix F shows for each survey, which languages (i.e. English, German, etc.) the indexing
language has been used in (see Section 14.2.8 below)
The Eurobarometer survey is shown as one survey in all tables, although it comprises different surveys,
including:




Standard Eurobarometer
Candidate Countries Eurobarometer
Central and Eastern Eurobarometer

Section 14.2 presents the main differences in indexing between the different archives that the results of
the questionnaire revealed. Section 14.3 compares index terms assigned to specific surveys.
14.2 Differences in indexing across archives
14.2.1 Overview
Archives reported many differences in the number of surveys they index, and in the style and
instruments they use to index them with. Some of the major differences are discussed below.
14.2.2 Number of surveys indexed
The number of surveys indexed by each archive is shown below in descending order:







UK Data Service: 10
ADP: 9
GESIS: 4
FSD: 3
SND: 3
EKKE: 1

While neither RODA nor FORS index any of the surveys featured on the above list, FORS does provide
access to the Swiss versions of ESS and the EB via FORS Nesstar.
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GESIS reported that it used to archive SHARE, and has documentation for the first version of the first
wave only, but it no longer distributes it.
The number of archives that index each survey is shown below in brackets after its name:






ESS and ISSP (5)
EVS (4)
EB, EES, and WVS (3)
EQLS, EWCS, SHARE (2)
ECS and Young Lives (1)

14.2.3 Number of waves/rounds indexed
The number of waves/rounds within a survey that are indexed by an archive may differ. For example,
EKKE indexes only ESS Rounds 1, 2, 4 and 5, while SND indexes only ESS Rounds 1, 5 and 7.
In some cases, an Archive may index the survey as a whole (i.e. the index terms cover all waves/rounds,
whether or not the archive actually holds the data, indicated by ‘S’ after the survey name in Appendix D),
as well as, or instead of, individual waves/rounds of a survey (indicated by ‘W/R’ after the survey name
in Appendix D). For example, the UK Data Archive indexes the ESS survey as a whole, while FSD, EKKE,
SND and ADP index the individual rounds.
As noted above, the Eurobarometer includes the following surveys:




Standard Eurobarometer
Candidate Countries Eurobarometer
Central and Eastern Eurobarometer

For all three, ADP indexes both the survey as a whole, and the individual rounds, while GESIS indexes
only the individual rounds. The UK Data Archive indexes the Standard Eurobarometer as a whole, but
individual rounds only of the Candidate Countries and Central and Eastern Eurobarometers.
14.2.4 International versus country-specific data collections
Archives may index international data collections covering all countries (indicated by ‘I’ in Appendix E)
and/or country-specific data collections (indicated by ‘C’ in Appendix E) for any given survey. For
example, for ESS, FSD indexes only Finnish data collections, while ADP indexes both international and
country-specific (Slovenian) data collections. Note that for the ESS, SHARE, Eurobarometer and EQLS, the
questions are the same for all languages, while the ISSP, the EWS and the WVS may contain languagespecific questions.
14.2.5 Level of indexing
Most archives index at data collection/study-level rather than question/variable level, with the following
exceptions:


GESIS: data collections for all surveys (Eurobarometer, EES, EVS and ISSP) are indexed at
question/variable level
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UK Data Archive: generally, the UK Data Archive indexes at question/variable level; however, in
the case of virtual catalogue records (for data collections that are held externally), index terms
are assigned that cover the main topics of the data collection only. Virtual catalogue records are
held for Eurobarometer, ESS, EVS, EVS, WVS and ISSP, except in the case of country-specific data
collections for these surveys, which are held at the UK Data Archive
ADP: virtual catalogue records for international data collections held in other repositories
mostly re-use their descriptions, so the level of indexing may vary.

14.2.6 Number of index terms assigned
The number of index terms assigned to a data collection may differ, varying from a few index terms to
over a hundred.
14.2.7 Type and number of indexing languages
The type and number of indexing languages varied across archives and are shown below:





ELSST thesaurus (FSD, EKKE, SND)
HASSET thesaurus (UK Data Archive)
YSA, the General Finnish thesaurus (FSD)
freely assigned (GESIS)

Although the questionnaire asked only whether ELSST or other controlled languages were used for
indexing, GESIS reported that it uses freely assigned terms, so this is also recorded (see Appendix D).
With freely assigned terms, the indexer can choose any term they like, that is, they are not restricted to a
controlled language.
One or more indexing languages may be used at each archive, sometimes for the same data collection.
For example, FSD indexes ESS with English terms using ELSST, and Finnish terms using YSA.
ADP uses a wide variety of indexing languages both within and across surveys. For international data
collections they mostly use the indexing terms from the original data collection description, but for
country-specific data collections, which are generally distributed and prepared before the international
ones, they use their own index terms. For example, ADP re-uses GESIS’s freely assigned index terms for
its EES, EVS and ISSP data collections, and the UK Data Archive’s HASSET terms for its EQLS and EWCS
data collections. For brevity, this is shown in Appendices D and F as simply ‘ADP’ index terms.
14.2.8 Language of indexing
Appendix F shows the variety of languages (i.e. English, German, etc.) used for each indexing language.
ELSST is the only multilingual indexing language. FSD assigns English ELSST terms only, while SND assigns
both English and Swedish ELSST terms, and EKKE assigns Greek ELSST terms only.
Where an indexing language is not available in another language, a translation may be provided. For
example, both GESIS and ADP provide English versions of their index terms. In the case of GESIS, the
freely assigned index terms are first assigned in English, using the English documentation for the data
collection, then translated into German.
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14.3 Comparison of index terms assigned to surveys
14.3.1 Overview
As can be seen from Section 14.2.7, ELSST is used by only three archives (EKKE, FSD and SND). However,
since ELSST is substantially a subset of HASSET (see Balkan and Bell (2014)), comparisons between ELSST
and HASSET indexing terms are included in the review below. This means that a comparison of index
terms assigned to the following surveys could be attempted, since they have been indexed with either
HASSET or ELSST:





ESS
ISSP
EVS
WVS

Moreover, since ADP re-uses HASSET terms for EQLS and EWCS, a comparison of terms assigned to these
surveys is also included.
Note, however, that given the differences in indexing between archives discussed in Section 14.2 above,
any comparison of index terms across archives must be made with caution.
14.3.2 Comparison of index terms assigned to ESS
The UK Data Archive uses HASSET for indexing the survey as a whole (it assigns 148 terms, 100 of which
are in ELSST – see Appendix G).
Both EKKE and SND assign ELSST index terms to ESS, but to individual rounds, rather than the survey as a
whole. However, as noted above, EKKE indexes only ESS Rounds 1, 2, 4 and 5, while SND archives only
ESS Rounds 1, 5 and 7, leaving only two rounds in common: 1 and 5. Both archives index country-specific
data collections only, but since the questions are the same, a comparison of the index terms assigned to
the data collections from Rounds 1 and 5 is shown (see Appendix H below (note that the Greek
translations shown are for information only – they are not assigned by EKKE).
Results for ESS Round 1 are:






EKKE assigns 7 terms, while SND assigns 16
EKKE assigns Greek terms, while SND assigns English terms (the Swedish terms could not be
accessed for this data collection)
there is considerable thematic overlap between the EKKE and SND terms assigned
as expected, given that EKKE has assigned fewer terms, the EKKE terms are more general than
the SND terms (e.g. POLITICS versus POLITICAL INTEREST and POLITICAL PARTICIPATION)
all terms assigned by SND have also been assigned by the UK Data Archive to the survey, except
the following:
o COMMUNITY BEHAVIOUR
o RELIGIOUS BEHAVIOUR and RELIGIOUS BELIEFS: the UK Data Archive assigns the terms
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION and RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE instead
o VALUES: the UK Data Archive assigns the more specific term SOCIAL VALUES
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o SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
not all the terms are current ELSST preferred terms (in Appendix H, and subsequent appendices,
** indicates that, currently, the term is a Use For term (UF) of a preferred term in ELSST; *
indicates that the term is currently neither a UF nor a preferred term in ELSST)

Results for ESS Round 5 are:







EKKE assigns 13 terms, while SND assigns 11
EKKE assigns Greek terms, SND assigns both Swedish and English terms
there is no thematic overlap between the EKKE and SND terms
all terms assigned by SND have also been assigned by the UK Data Archive to the survey as a
whole, except the following:
o WORKING TIME
o RETIREMENT
o OCCUPATIONS
o UNEMPLOYMENT
o MASS MEDIA
o LISTENING TO THE RADIO
o MASS MEDIA USE
as before, not all the terms in Appendix H are current ELSST preferred terms

Note that SND assigns LISTENING TO THE RADIO, and TELEVISION VIEWING as well as MASS MEDIA and
MASS MEDIA USE, while the UK Data Archive assigns LISTENING TO THE RADIO, and TELEVISION
VIEWING instead of MASS MEDIA and MASS MEDIA USE, due presumably to different indexing strategies
at each archive. Note also that LISTENING TO THE RADIO has now changed its label in English to RADIO
LISTENING.
14.3.3 Comparison of index terms assigned to ISSP
The UK Data Archive has assigned 68 HASSET terms to the ISSP survey as a whole, 21 of which are in
ELSST (see Appendix I).
Both FSD and SND have indexed the individual rounds of the survey. However, both have indexed
country-specific data collections only. Nevertheless, we compared the indexing of two of the data
collections on the same theme: ISSP 2002: Family and Changing Gender Roles III: Finnish Data, and ISSP
2002 - Family and changing gender roles III: Sweden (see Appendix J).
Results are as follows:




FSD assigns 10 index terms, SND assigns 12
FSD assigns index terms in English; SND assigns index terms in both English and Swedish
FSD assigns index terms on a more general level than SND e.g.
o FSD assigns GENDER ROLE, SND assigns PARENTAL ROLE
o FSD assigns the terms DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITIES, SND assigns DOMESTIC
RESPONSIBILITIES and HOUSEWORK
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The UK Data Archive, on this occasion, also assigns terms at a very high level (it is a virtual
catalogue record), e.g.
o FAMILY LIFE
o LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
o MARRIAGE
o QUALITY OF LIFE
not all the terms in Appendix J are current ELSST preferred terms

14.3.4 Comparison of index terms assigned to EVS
The UK Data Archive indexes the EVS with HASSET terms, FSD with ELSST terms, both in English.
A comparison was made between European Values Study: Wave 4, Great Britain, 2009-2010 and the
European Values Study 2009: Finnish Data (see Appendix K). Despite the fact that both these data
collections were country-specific, they appeared to have some thematic overlap.
Results are as follows:



the UK Data Archive assigns 119 HASSET terms, 111 of which are in ELSST, while FSD assigns 21
all index terms assigned by FSD were also assigned by the UK Data Archive except the following:
o EDUCATION
o ETHICS
o FAMILIES
o LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
o POVERTY
o PREJUDICE
o RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES
o SATISFACTION
o VALUES
o VOLUNTARY WORK

As before, the UK Data Archive index terms tend to be more specific. For example, rather than ETHICS, or
VALUES, the UK Data Archive assigns the terms MORAL BEHAVIOUR, MORAL CONCEPTS and MORAL
VALUES, and instead of FAMILIES, the UK Data Archive assigns FAMILY LIFE and FAMILY ROLES.
14.3.5 Comparison of index terms assigned to WVS
Both the UK Data Archive and FSD index the WVS, the UK Data Archive with HASSET terms, and FSD with
ELSST terms. While the UK Data Archive indexes the survey as a whole, FSD indexes each individual
wave. Furthermore, the UK Data Archive indexes the international data collection, while FSD indexes
country-specific data collections. A comparison is nevertheless made been the ELSST index terms
assigned by the UK Data Archive to the survey as a whole, and by FSD to World Values Survey 2005:
Finnish Data (see Appendix L).
Results are as follows:


the UK Data Archive assigns 217 terms, 128 of which are in ELSST; FSD assigns 25 terms
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all the preferred ELSST terms assigned by FSD are also assigned by the UK Data Archive, except
the following:
o ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
o ETHICS
o LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
o OBJECTIVES
o PARTICIPATION
o PREJUDICE
o RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
the following terms assigned by FSD are now UFs in ELSST
o INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE
o RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION

4.3.6 Comparison of index terms assigned to EWCS
Both the UK Data Archive and ADP index the European Working Conditions Survey, 2005 (EWCS 2005).
The UK Data Archive assigns 166 HASSET terms to the data collection, 134 of which are in ELSST. ADP
assigns 100 terms, based on the UK Data Archive terms (see Appendix M).
Results are follows:





the UK Data Archive assigns terms in English only; ADP assigns terms in both Slovenian and
English
all HASSET/ELSST terms assigned by ADP are also assigned by the UK Data Archive, except the
following:
o EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
o HOLIDAYS
o ILLNESS: the UK Data Archive indexes illnesses at a much finer level
o POLITICAL PARTIES
some ADP terms are not current HASSET or ELSST preferred terms, including:
o ATTENDING RELIGIOUS SERVICES
o DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF NATIONALITY
o INTIMIDATION
o MEMBERSHIP IN TRADE UNION
o PEOPLE EMPLOYED
o PERSONAL COMPUTER
o POLITICAL ORIENTATION
o PROFESSIONAL CAREER
o PROTECTIVE GEAR
o RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION: this is a UF in ELSST
o SAFETY: this is a UF in ELSST
o SAFETY AT WORK
o SALARY
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o
o
o
o
o

SATISFACTION WITH WORK
SECURITY OF EMPLOYMENT
SOURCE OF INFORMATION
STOCKS
WORKING TIME

14.3.7 Comparison of index terms assigned to EQLS
As with the EWCS, both the UK Data Archive and ADP index the European Quality of Life Survey, 2003
(EQLS 2003), with the ADP re-using the UK Data Archive terms. The UK Data Archive assigns 128 HASSET
terms, 93 of which are in ELSST, while ADP assigns 85 terms (see Appendix N).
Results are as follows:





ADP terms are available in both Slovenian and English
all HASSET/ELSST terms assigned by ADP are also assigned by the UK Data Archive except the
following:
o EDUCATION: the UK Data Archive has many more specific terms instead
o EMPLOYMENT STATUS
o LEISURE TIME
The following ADP terms are not current preferred terms in HASSET or ELSST:
o ATTENDING RELIGIOUS SERVICES
o ATTITUDE TOWARDS WORK
o DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITY: the term in ELSST is DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITIES
o EXPECTATIONS: the term in ELSST is EXPECTATION
o HOME-GROWN FOOD: the term in HASSET is HOME-GROWN FOODS
o HOUSEHOLD: the term in ELSST is HOUSEHOLDS
o INTERGROUP CONFLICTS: the term in ELSST is INTERGROUP CONFLICT
o LEISURE TIME
o LIFE STANDARD
o PENSION SCHEME
o PERSONAL COMPUTER
o RECEIVING SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT MONEY FROM THE STATE
o SAFETY: this is a UF in ELSST
o SALARY
o SATISFACTION WITH LIFE
o VOLUNTARY SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
o WORKING EXPERIENCES
o WORKING TIME

15 Discussion and next steps
The aim of Part 2 of the deliverable was to compare how ELSST terms have been used to index crossnational surveys by Consortium of Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) archives and associated
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archives to see if differences in the sets of terms assigned could highlight any problems in the
interpretation of different language versions of ELSST terms. It was thus another method for evaluating
the translation quality of ELSST terms.
However, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions about the quality of ELSST translations from the
results presented in Section 14.3, given the small sample size and the differences in indexing styles and,
in some cases, data collections, discussed in Section 14.2.
Nevertheless, the study did highlight some issues regarding the use of ELSST which are of interest to
ELSST developers and users alike. Firstly, not all index terms assigned are current preferred terms in
ELSST: some were Use For terms, others were outdated terms, and some had never been in ELSST in the
first place. It would be helpful if all ELSST terms could be identified by version, so that data collections
that have been indexed with them could be updated when changes are made to the thesaurus.
Another important finding is that HASSET/ELSST index terms were often used in combination with other
index terms. This is not in itself problematic. Indeed the Semantic Web supports an ‘ecosystem’ where
vocabularies are linked and re-used (Vandenbussche et al. (forthcoming)). However, it would also be
useful if HASSET/ELSST index terms could be distinguished from index terms from other indexing
languages, so that the meaning of the terms could be ascertained if required.
Both the above problems could be overcome by associating thesaurus terms with a Persistent Identifier,
as is now done in HASSET and ELSST via Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS). Moreover, SKOS
is a concept-based system, as opposed to a term-based system, which offers advantages for indexing:
see Pastor-Sanchez et al., 2009:
“Term-based thesauri involve problems of application in indexing when performing operations to
change preferred and non-preferred terms. Thus, if a descriptor which has been used to index a
document becomes a non-descriptor, the indexes linking that descriptor to the documents must
be reorganized. This does not occur in the case of conceptual thesauri because the indexing
processes are independent of terminological changes to the thesaurus. In this case, the
documents are associated with concepts, not with terms; changes involving preferred and nonpreferred terms do not impact on indexing.”
The above observations about ELSST are equally applicable to the Finnish YSA thesaurus and any other
controlled vocabulary used for indexing.
Another important finding is that free indexing is sometimes used in preference to ELSST or some other
controlled vocabulary by some archives. It would be useful to explore the reasons for this, and whether
they are related to the unavailability of a suitable controlled vocabulary in the relevant language, or to
the difficulty in using a controlled vocabulary.
As mentioned in Section 2.2 of Part 1 of this report, controlled vocabularies such as thesauri offer
consistency of indexing and precision in information retrieval that are not possible with freely assigned
index terms. Controlled vocabulary index terms also support re-use, which is difficult to achieve with
freely assigned index terms (how does one keep track of which terms have been assigned, and their
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translations?). A multilingual thesaurus such as ELSST also offers the possibility of cross-language
information retrieval (see Section 2.3 above), which makes it a natural choice for international data
portals such as the CESSDA catalogue.
It should be noted that CESSDA is planning, in the next development phase of their catalogue, to make
the use of ELSST and other multilingual controlled vocabularies, including a CESSDA topic classification,
obligatory in order to promote interoperability.
Finally, further investigation would be useful into the different indexing procedures adopted by each
archive, which account in part for the differences between the index terms assigned to data collections
by each archive.
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16 Conclusions to Parts 1 and 2
This deliverable described two methods that were used to assess the translation quality of ELSST, backtranslation, and comparison of index terms assigned to the same datasets by different archives. The
back-translation method took a subset of French and German ELSST terms and translated them back into
English, which were then compared to the original source language terms. Differences were noted and
analysed, and an error classification drawn up. In this way, the back-translation method was able to
highlight issues with the thesaurus that affected both its ‘semantic adequacy’, i.e. how adequate it is
from a semantics point of view, and its ‘formal adequacy’ i.e. the extent to which it conforms to ELSST
Translation Guidelines. Various ways in which the thesaurus content, workflow, and management system
could be improved were suggested, which will feed in to future development work within ELSST, and to
the forthcoming SERISS deliverables, i.e. updated ELSST translation guidelines, and Balkan (forthcoming).
Thus, despite its shortcomings, back-translation proved to be useful for evaluating ELSST.
The second evaluation task, i.e. comparison of the ELSST terms assigned to the same cross-national
surveys by different CESSDA archives, proved less informative, due to the paucity of the data and the
differences in indexing practices across archives. It did, however, highlight ways in which ELSST could be
better exploited within the archives.
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Appendix A: translation/evaluation form
French term in hierarchy
**ACTIVITES CULTURELLES**
ACTIVITES CULTURELLES
----ACTIVITIES ARTISTIQUES
----CLUBS SOCIAUX-CULTURELS
----ECRITURE CREATIVE
----EVENEMENTS CULTURELS
--------CINEMA
--------EVENEMENTS MUSICAUX
--------EXPOSITIONS
--------FESTIVALS
----LECTURE (ACTIVITE)
----PRATIQUE ARTISTIQUE
--------DANSE
--------OPERA
--------THEATRE
----TOURISME CULTUREL
--------VACANCES EDUCATIVES
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French term

Retranslation Source

ACTIVITES CULTURELLES
ACTIVITIES ARTISTIQUES
CLUBS SOCIAUX-CULTURELS
ECRITURE CREATIVE
EVENEMENTS CULTURELS
CINEMA
EVENEMENTS MUSICAUX
EXPOSITIONS
FESTIVALS
LECTURE (ACTIVITE)
PRATIQUE ARTISTIQUE
DANSE
OPERA
THEATRE
TOURISME CULTUREL
VACANCES EDUCATIVES
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ELSST FR LINK Elsst EN LINK
English term
ELSST EN LINK
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
ARTISTIC ACTIVITIES
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
SOCIO-CULTURAL CLUBS
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
CREATIVE WRITING
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
CULTURAL EVENTS
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
CINEMA
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
MUSIC EVENTS
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
EXHIBITIONS
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
FESTIVALS
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
READING (ACTIVITY)
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
PERFORMING ARTS
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
DANCE
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
OPERA
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
THEATRE
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
CULTURAL TOURISM
http://dasqlr2/Reportserver/Pages/Reportviewer.aspx?%2fCessda+Elsst%2fSer
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/thesaurus-search/view-conce
EDUCATIONAL HOLIDAYS
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Appendix B: tools and resources used in back-translation exercise
The following represents a list of the tools and resources that were used in both the translation and
evaluation part of the work. Many were available online:
1. Monolingual dictionaries:
a. Oxford English dictionary: http://www.oed.com/ English general language dictionary
b. Larousse: http://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais French general language
dictionary
c. Duden: http://www.duden.de/ German general language dictionary
d. Oxford Reference Suite: http://www.oxfordreference.com/
2. Bilingual/Multilingual dictionaries:
a. Reverso: http://dictionary.reverso.net/ (uses Collins dictionaries and Reverso’s own
collaborative dictionaries). Advantage is that it finds inexact matches. It also has links to
Google, Wikipedia, and Reverso’s parallel corpus
b. Linguee: http://www.linguee.com/
c. dict.cc: (http://www.dict.cc/ : collaborative dictionary. Also contains links to other
dictionaries, Google and Wikipedia
d. Langenscheidt German-English bilingual dictionary:
http://www.duden.de/suchen/dudenonline?s=&scope=englisch
e. Larousse English-French http://www.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/anglais-francais
f. Routledge German Dictionary of Business, Commerce, and Finance:
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=fBtC44gtYJIC&pg=PA32&lpg=PA32&dq=%22JOB+
MARKET%22+%22LABOUR+MARKET%22+GLOSSARY&source=bl&ots=saWDWhbJL1&sig=
urKoFHGg7p83m1zoyJ8Qv4Lj1I&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjXu9bhicDLAhUGPBoKHftECn4Q6
AEIRTAH#v=snippet&q=vorarbeiter&f=false German, English
g. Oxford Business French Dictionary: English-French:
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780191727283.001.0001/acref9780191727283
h. Oxford Business French Dictionary: French-English
http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780191739491.001.0001/acref9780191739491
3. Multilingual terminologies and glossaries:
a. The Interactive Terminology for Europe (IATE): http://iate.europa.eu/
(term bank of the EU)
b. Eurotermbank: http://www.eurotermbank.com/default.aspx centralized online
terminology bank aimed especially at languages of new EU member countries (Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland) interlinked to other terminology banks and
resources.
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c. Terminology Coordination Unit of the European Parliament:
https://termcoord.wordpress.com/
d. United Nations Terminology Database (UNTERM): (terminology in the 6 official
languages of the United Nations, plus some entries in German and Portuguese)
https://unterm.un.org/UNTERM/search (shows term with its translation, and in its
context within parallel text where found)
e. European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (Emire)
glossary: http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/emire-dictionary compiled between 1991
and 2003. The definitions are still helpful in understanding the different national
industrial relations systems but are not updated to reflect recent developments.
f. International Labour Organization (ILO) term bank
http://www.ilo.org/MultiTransWeb/Web.mvc: terms in English, Chinese, French and
Spanish
g. Eurostat’s Concepts and Definitions database (English, French, German)
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_D
TL_GLOSSARY&StrNom=CODED2&StrLanguageCode=EN
h. Environmental Terminology and Discovery Service (ETDS),
http://glossary.eea.europa.eu//
i. Termium Plus http://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/ the Government of Canada’s
terminology and linguistic data bank ((English, French, Spanish and Portuguese)
j. Government of Canada’s mental health glossary: Workplace Mental Health Glossary
http://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/tpv2alpha/alphaeng.html?lang=eng&srchtxt=radicalisation&i=1&index=alt&codom2nd_wet=1&page=pu
blications/sante-mentale-mental-health-eng#resultrecs
4. Other thesauri:
a. theSoz: http://sowiport.gesis.org/Thesaurus (available in English, French, German)
b. Eurovoc http://eurovoc.europa.eu/ (available in EU languages)
c. GEMET (http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet) (available in 19 languages)
d. UNESCO http://databases.unesco.org/thesaurus/ : available in English, French, Spanish,
Russian)
e. MESH: https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/MBrowser.html (English)
f. French MESH: https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/MSHFRE (French)
g. Institute of Education thesaurus (IOE thesaurus): UK Education thesaurus, available offline (EU languages)
h. FAO Multilingual thesaurus on land tenure: http://www.fao.org/3/a-x2038e.pdf (English
and French)
i. Thesaurus for education systems in Europe (TESE):
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/education/eurydice/documents/tese/pdf/teseen_005_alpha
betic.pdf (Available in EU languages )
j. Government of Canada Core Subject Thesaurus: http://www.thesaurus.gc.ca/
(French and English)
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k. International Labour Organization (ILO) thesaurus, (French, English and Spanish)
5. Other KOS (other than thesauri):
a. VEST: http://aims.fao.org/vest-registry for agricultural resources
b. Taxobank: http://www.taxobank.org/
c. BARTOC (Basel Register of Thesauri, Ontologies & Classifications): http://bartoc.org/
d. European Skills/Competences, qualifications and Occupations (ESCO) multilingual
classification system, available via https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home
6. Parallel and comparable corpora:
a. Reverso: http://context.reverso.net/translation: returns a list of suggested translations,
ordered by frequency, and shows the translation in context in parallel text. The source of
the parallel text is also shown.
b. Linguee: www.linguee.com shows you the word in context in parallel text, where the
source is also shown. Where the search expression corresponds to a word in the Linguee
dictionaries, it shows you possible translations, ranked in order of frequency (see e.g. the
notation less common). It also has links to Wikipedia.
c. Eur-lex: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/advanced-search-form.html: includes possibility to
search by Eurovoc keyword, as well as free text. When you click on documents in the
Results page, you are taken to a screen with multilingual display option (effectively
finding you the translation of the term)
d. Webitext: http://www.webitext.com/ searchable parallel texts in 30 languages (see
Désilets et al. (2010))
e. Wordscope (health) http://health.wordscope.com/translationphm.php?i=1: access to
the legislation and all the official documents of the European Union free of charge, as
well as European Parliament texts in seven languages
f. Wordscope (law) http://legal.wordscope.com/translationphm.php?i=1
g. European Commission press release database: http://europa.eu/rapid/pressrelease_MEMO-07-224_fr.htm (available in French, German and English)
h. OECD libraryhttp://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/education/data/education-at-aglance/educational-finance-datasets_c4e1b551-en texts available in various languages
7. Other reference sources:
a. Wikipedia pages
b. The German Classification of Occupations 2010 – Structure, Coding and Conversion
Table: http://doku.iab.de/fdz/reporte/2013/MR_08-13_EN.pdf
c. Durrell, Martin (2000) Using German synonyms, Cambridge University Press
d. Batchelor, R.E. and Offord, M.H. (2000) Using French: a guide to contemporary usage,
3rd edition, Cambridge University Press
8. The web, in source or target language, mined using the Google search engine
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9. Machine translation:
a. Google translate: https://translate.google.co.uk/
b. SYSTRAN (free online available: http://www.systranet.com/translate)
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Appendix C: Indexing questionnaire
Name of crossnational
survey

Indexed
using
ELSST in
your
language
(yes/no)

Indexed using
Level of indexing:
other controlled
a) study-level
language – please
b) question/variable
state which
level
c) both (a) and (b)

URL to index terms
for this study or
Keywords used

European
Social Survey
Survey of
Health, Ageing
and
Retirement in
Europe
Eurobarometer
European
Company
Survey
European
Election Study
European
Quality of Life
Survey
European and
World Values
Studies
European
Working
Conditions
Survey
International
Social Survey
Programme
Young Lives: an
International
Study of
Childhood
Poverty
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Appendix D: Indexing language at whole survey (S) and wave/round (W/R)
level
Survey

ESS(S)
ESS(W/R)
SHARE(S)
SHARE(W/R)
Eurobarometer(S)
Eurobarometer(W/R)

European Company Survey(S)
European Company Survey(W/R)
European Election Study(S)
European Election Study(W/R)

UK
Data
Archive
HASSET

Indexing language used at each archive
GESIS
FSD
EKKE
SND

YSA

HASSET
HASSET

freely
assigned
index
terms

ELSST

ADP

ELSST

ADP

ELSST

ADP
ADP
ADP

HASSET
HASSET

ADP
ADP

freely
assigned
index
terms

European Quality of Life Survey(S)
European Quality of Life
Survey(W/R)
European Values Study(S)

HASSET
HASSET

European Values Study(W/R)

HASSET

World Values Survey(S)
World Values Survey(W/R)

HASSET

European Working Conditions
Survey(S)

HASSET

European Working Conditions
Survey(W/R)

HASSET

ADP

ISSP(S)

HASSET

ADP
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ADP

ELSST;YSA

ADP
ADP
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ISSP(W/R)

freely
assigned
index
terms

ELSST;YSA

ELSST

ADP

Young lives: an international study of
child poverty(S)
Young lives: an international study of HASSET
child poverty (W/R)
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Appendix E: International (I) versus country-specific (C) data collections
Survey

ESS
SHARE
Eurobarometer
European Company Survey
European Election Study
European Quality of Life Survey
European Values Study
World Values Survey
European Working Conditions Survey
ISSP
Young lives: an international study of
child poverty
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UK
Data
Archive
I
I
I
I;C
I
I;C
I
I
I

International/Country-specific
GESIS
FSD
EKKE
SND

C

C

C
I

I
I
I;C

C
C

I

C

C

ADP

I;C
I
I
I;C
I
I;C
I;C
I
I;C

I;C
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Appendix F: Language versions per indexing language
Language versions shown as follows: DE: German; EN: English; FI: Finnish; GR: Greek; SE: Swedish; SL:
Slovenian
Survey

ESS
SHARE
Eurobarometer
European Company Survey
European Election Study
European Quality of Life Survey
European Values Study
World Values Survey
European Working Conditions Survey
ISSP
Young lives: an international study of
child poverty

www.seriss.eu

Language version per indexing language
ELSST
HASSET YSA
GESIS
ADP
EN, GR, EN
FI
SL, EN
SE
EN,SE

EN
EN
EN,SE

EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
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DE,EN
DE, EN
FI
FI

DE, EN

DE, EN

SL,EN
SL, EN
SL, EN
SL, EN
SL, EN
SL, EN
SL, EN
SL, EN
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Appendix G: ELSST terms assigned by UK Data Archive to ESS survey
ELSST terms assigned by UK Data Archive
AGE
HAPPINESS
READING
(ACTIVITY)
ATTITUDES
HEALTH
REFUGEES
CAREGIVERS
HOURS OF
RELIGIOUS
WORK
AFFILIATION
CHILDREN

HOUSEHOLDS

RELIGIOUS
ATTENDANCE

CITIZENSHIP
CITIZENSHIP
SKILLS

IMMIGRATION
INTERNET USE

CLUBS

INTERPERSONAL
TRUST

RESPONSIBILITY
RIGHT TO
POLITICAL
ASYLUM
SATISFACTION

COHABITING

JOB
SATISFACTION

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

JUSTICE

CRIME VICTIMS

LANGUAGES

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM

LANGUAGES
USED AT HOME

SOCIAL
EXCLUSION
SOCIAL
INEQUALITY

CULTURAL
IDENTITY

LEISURE TIME
ACTIVITIES

SOCIAL
INTERACTION

CULTURAL
PLURALISM

MARITAL
STATUS

SOCIAL LIFE

DEMOCRACY

MEMBERSHIP

SOCIAL SECURITY
BENEFITS

DISCRIMINATION

MINORITY
GROUPS

SOCIAL SERVICES

DIVORCE

MORAL VALUES

SOCIAL STATUS

SICKNESS AND
DISABILITY
BENEFITS
SOCIAL
ATTITUDES

DOMESTIC
MOTHERS
RESPONSIBILITIES

SOCIAL SUPPORT

ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY

NATIONAL
IDENTITY

SOCIAL VALUES

EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUND

NEWSPAPER
READERSHIP

SPOUSES
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EDUCATIONAL
CERTIFICATES

ORGANIZATIONS STANDARD OF
LIVING

ELDERLY

PLACE OF BIRTH

STATUS IN
EMPLOYMENT

EMOTIONAL
STATES

POLICE
SERVICES

SUPERVISORY
STATUS

EMPLOYMENT

POLITICAL
ALLEGIANCE

TELEVISION
VIEWING

EMPLOYMENT
HISTORY

POLITICAL
ATTITUDES

TERRORISM

ETHNIC GROUPS

POLITICAL
AWARENESS

TERRORIST
THREATS

ETHNIC
MINORITIES

POLITICAL
INTEREST

TIME

EUROPEAN
INTEGRATION

POLITICAL
ISSUES

TRADE UNION
MEMBERSHIP

FAMILIES

POLITICAL
PARTICIPATION

TRUST

FATHERS

POLITICAL
PARTIES

TRUST IN
GOVERNMENT

FEAR OF CRIME

POLITICAL
SYSTEMS

UNEMPLOYED

FRIENDS

PREJUDICE

GENDER

QUALITY OF LIFE

VOLUNTARY
WORK
VOTING
BEHAVIOUR

GENDER ROLE

RADIO
LISTENING

WORKING
CONDITIONS

GOVERNMENT
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Appendix H: ELSST terms assigned by EKKE and SND to ESS rounds 1 and 5

*
**

Key
Term currently neither Use For term (UF) nor Preferred Term in ELSST
Term currently Use For term (UF) in ELSST

Greek terms
assigned by EKKE

English
translation of
EKKE terms
(using Google
translate)
round ΜΕΤΑΝΆΣΤΕΥΣΗ** IMMIGRATION
1

Swedish terms assigned by
SND

English terms
assigned by SND

not available

CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION

ΙΘΑΓΈΝΕΙΑ*

NATIONALITY

COMMUNITY
BEHAVIOUR

ΕΜΠΙΣΤΟΣΎΝΗ

TRUST

COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATION

ΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΉ
POLITICS
ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΚΈΣ ΑΞΊΕΣ SOCIAL VALUES

DISCRIMINATION
IMMIGRATION

ΑΠΟΚΛΕΙΣΜΌΣ*

EXCLUSION

POLITICAL
INTEREST

ΘΡΗΣΚΕΊΑ

RELIGION

POLITICAL
PARTICIPATION
RELIGIOUS
BEHAVIOUR
RELIGIOUS
BELIEFS
SOCIAL
EXCLUSION
SOCIAL
PARTICIPATION
SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS
SUBJECTIVE
HEALTH*
TRUST
VALUES
WELL-BEING*

round ΕΜΠΙΣΤΟΣΎΝΗ
5
www.seriss.eu

TRUST

ARBETSTID
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WORKING TIME*
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ΠΟΛΙΤΙΚΉ

EKONOMISK AKTIVITET

ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY

ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΚΈΣ ΑΞΊΕΣ SOCIAL VALUES

PENSIONERING

RETIREMENT

ΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΚΌΣ
ΑΠΟΚΛΕΙΣΜΌΣ

SOCIAL
EXCLUSION

YRKE

OCCUPATIONS

ΔΙΆΚΡΙΣΗ*
ΘΡΗΣΚΕΊΑ

DISCRIMINATION ARBETSLÖSHET
UNEMPLOYMENT
RELIGION
ARBETSTILLFREDSSTÄLLELSE JOB
SATISFACTION

ΕΘΝΙΚΉ
ΤΑΥΤΌΤΗΤΑ

NATIONAL
IDENTITY

ARBETSFÖRHÅLLANDEN

WORKING
CONDITIONS

ΔΙΆΡΚΕΙΑ ΖΩΉΣ*
ΑΣΤΥΝΟΜΊΑ**

LIFETIME
POLICE

MASSMEDIA
RADIOLYSSNANDE

MASS MEDIA
LISTENING TO
THE RADIO**

ΔΙΚΑΣΤΉΡΙΑ

COURTS

TV-TITTANDE

TELEVISION
VIEWING

ΕΡΓΑΣΊΑ**

WORK

MEDIAANVÄNDNING

MASS MEDIA USE

ΟΙΚΟΓΈΝΕΙΑ**
ΕΥΗΜΕΡΊΑ**

FAMILY
PROSPERITY
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Appendix I: ELSST terms assigned by UK Data Archive to ISSP survey
ELSST terms assigned by UK Data Archive
CITIZENSHIP
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
FAMILY LIFE
GOVERNMENT ROLE
HEALTH
LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT
LEISURE TIME
MARRIAGE
NATIONAL IDENTITY
POLITICAL ATTITUDES
POLITICAL BEHAVIOUR
QUALITY OF LIFE
RELIGIOUS BEHAVIOUR
SOCIAL ATTITUDES
SOCIAL INDICATORS
SOCIAL INEQUALITY
SOCIAL NETWORKS
SOCIAL SUPPORT
SPORT
TOURISM
VALUES
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Appendix J: ELSST terms assigned by FSD and SND to ISSP 2002: Family and
Changing Gender Roles

*
**

Key
Term currently neither Use For term (UF) nor Preferred Term in ELSST
Term currently Use For term (UF) in ELSST

English terms
assigned by FSD
ATTITUDES

English terms
assigned by SND
JOB
SATISFACTION

Swedish terms assigned by
SND
ARBETSTILLFREDSSTÄLLELSE

DOMESTIC
CHILDREN
RESPONSIBILITIES

BARN

EVERYDAY LIFE
EXHAUSTION*
FAMILY LIFE
GENDER ROLES*

CHILD CARE
FAMILIES
PARENTAL ROLE
DOMESTIC
RESPONSIBILITIES

BARNOMSORG
FAMILJER
FÖRÄLDRAROLL
HUSHÅLLSANSVAR

HAPPINESS
NTERPERSONAL
RELATIONS

HOUSEWORK
WOMEN´S ROLE

HUSHÅLLSARBETE
KVINNOROLL

OCCUPATIONAL
LIFE
WOMEN'S ROLE

QUALITY OF LIFE

LIVSKVALITET

HAPPINESS
DIVORCE
MARRIAGE

LYCKA
SKILSMÄSSA
ÄKTENSKAP
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Appendix K: ELSST terms assigned by the UK Data Archive and FSD to EVS

*
**

Key
Term currently neither Use For term (UF) nor Preferred Term in ELSST
Term currently Use For term (UF) in ELSST

English terms assigned by UK Data Archive
ABORTION (INDUCED)
MORAL VALUES
AGE
ASTROLOGY
ATTITUDES
ATTITUDES TO SAVING
BELIEFS

NATIONAL IDENTITY
NATIONAL PRIDE
NATIONALITY
NEIGHBOURS
NEWSPAPER READERSHIP

English terms assigned by FSD
ENVIRONMENTAL
DEGRADATION
ETHICS
ETHNIC GROUPS
FAMILIES
HAPPINESS
HEALTH

CHIEF INCOME EARNERS
CHILD BEHAVIOUR

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS
OCCUPATIONS

IMMIGRATION
INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE**

CHILDREN
CHURCH AND STATE

ORGANIZATIONS
PARENTAL ROLE

INTERPERSONAL TRUST
LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT

CITIZENSHIP

PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP

LIFE STYLES

CIVIL AND POLITICAL
RIGHTS

PARENTS

MARRIAGE

COLLEAGUE RELATIONSHIPS
CULTURAL VALUES

PLACE OF BIRTH
PLACE OF RESIDENCE

MORAL VALUES
OBJECTIVES

DEMOCRACY
DISCRIMINATION
DIVORCE
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
ECONOMIC REFORM
EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUND

POLITICAL ACTION
POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE
POLITICAL ATTITUDES
POLITICAL BEHAVIOUR
POLITICAL CORRUPTION
POLITICAL INTEREST
POLITICAL SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATIONS
PARTICIPATION
POLITICAL ATTITUDES
POVERTY
PREJUDICE
RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION**

EMOTIONAL STATES
EMPLOYMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS

POST-MATERIALISM
POVERTY
PROFESSIONAL
OCCUPATIONS

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
TRUST
TRUST IN GOVERNMENT
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION

QUALIFICATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
ETHNIC GROUPS
EXPECTATION
FAMILIES
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT
FAMILY LIFE
FAMILY SIZE
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
FRIENDS
GENDER
GOVERNMENT
GROUPS
HAPPINESS
HEALTH
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
HOUSEHOLDS
HOUSEWIVES
HOUSING TENURE
HUMAN RIGHTS
IMMIGRANTS
IMMIGRATION
INCOME DISTRIBUTION
INSTITUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERPERSONAL TRUST
JOB SATISFACTION
JOB SECURITY
LANGUAGES USED AT
HOME
LEISURE TIME
LIFE SATISFACTION
LIFE STYLES
LIVING CONDITIONS
LOCUS OF CONTROL
MARITAL HISTORY
MARITAL STATUS
MARRIAGE
MEMBERSHIP
MORAL BEHAVIOUR

QUALITY OF LIFE
RELIGION
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
RELIGIOUS DOCTRINES
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE
RELIGIOUS SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES (LEISURE)
SOCIAL ATTITUDES
SOCIAL CLASS
SOCIAL INEQUALITY
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOCIAL NETWORKS
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCIAL SYSTEMS
SOCIAL VALUES
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
SPOUSES
STATUS IN EMPLOYMENT
SUPERNATURAL
SUPERSTITION
SUPERVISORY STATUS
TELEVISION VIEWING
TERRORISM
TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP

www.seriss.eu

VALUES

TRUST
TRUST IN GOVERNMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT
VALUES
VOLUNTARY WORK
VOTING INTENTION
WAR
WOMEN'S RIGHTS
WORK ATTITUDE
WORKING MOTHERS
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Appendix L: ELSST terms assigned by the UK Data Archive and FSD to the WVS

*
**

Key
Term currently neither Use For term (UF) nor Preferred Term in ELSST
Term currently Use For term (UF) in ELSST

English terms assigned by UK Data Archive terms
ABORTION (INDUCED)
MORAL VALUES
AGE
NATIONAL IDENTITY
ASTROLOGY
NATIONAL PRIDE
ATTITUDES
NATIONALITY
ATTITUDES TO SAVING
NEIGHBOURS
BELIEFS
NEWSPAPER READERSHIP

English terms assigned by FSD
ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
ETHICS
ETHNIC GROUPS
FAMILIES
HAPPINESS
HEALTH

CHIEF INCOME EARNERS
CHILD BEHAVIOUR

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS
OCCUPATIONS

IMMIGRATION
INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE**

CHILDREN
CHURCH AND STATE

ORGANIZATIONS
PARENTAL ROLE

INTERPERSONAL TRUST
LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT

CITIZENSHIP

PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP

LIFE STYLES

CIVIL AND POLITICAL
RIGHTS

PARENTS

MARRIAGE

COLLEAGUE RELATIONSHIPS
CULTURAL VALUES

PLACE OF BIRTH
PLACE OF RESIDENCE

MORAL VALUES
OBJECTIVES

DEMOCRACY
DISCRIMINATION
DIVORCE
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
ECONOMIC REFORM
EDUCATIONAL
BACKGROUND

POLITICAL ACTION
POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE
POLITICAL ATTITUDES
POLITICAL BEHAVIOUR
POLITICAL CORRUPTION
POLITICAL INTEREST
POLITICAL SYSTEMS

ORGANIZATIONS
PARTICIPATION
POLITICAL ATTITUDES
POVERTY
PREJUDICE
RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION**

EMOTIONAL STATES
EMPLOYMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS

POST-MATERIALISM
POVERTY
PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATIONS

RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
TRUST
TRUST IN GOVERNMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION

QUALIFICATIONS

VALUES
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
ETHNIC GROUPS
EXPECTATION
FAMILIES
FAMILY ENVIRONMENT
FAMILY LIFE
FAMILY SIZE
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
FRIENDS
GENDER
GOVERNMENT
GROUPS
HAPPINESS
HEALTH
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
HOUSEHOLDS
HOUSEWIVES
HOUSING TENURE
HUMAN RIGHTS
IMMIGRANTS
IMMIGRATION
INCOME DISTRIBUTION
INSTITUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
INTERPERSONAL TRUST
JOB SATISFACTION
JOB SECURITY
LANGUAGES USED AT
HOME
LEISURE TIME
LIFE SATISFACTION
LIFE STYLES
LIVING CONDITIONS
LOCUS OF CONTROL
MARITAL HISTORY
MARITAL STATUS
MARRIAGE
MEMBERSHIP
MORAL BEHAVIOUR

www.seriss.eu

QUALITY OF LIFE
RELIGION
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
RELIGIOUS DOCTRINES
RELIGIOUS PRACTICE
RELIGIOUS SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY
SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES (LEISURE)
SOCIAL ATTITUDES
SOCIAL CLASS
SOCIAL INEQUALITY
SOCIAL ISSUES
SOCIAL NETWORKS
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCIAL SYSTEMS
SOCIAL VALUES
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS
SPOUSES
STATUS IN EMPLOYMENT
SUPERNATURAL
SUPERSTITION
SUPERVISORY STATUS
TELEVISION VIEWING
TERRORISM
TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP
TRUST
TRUST IN GOVERNMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT
VALUES
VOLUNTARY WORK
VOTING INTENTION
WAR
WOMEN'S RIGHTS
WORK ATTITUDE
WORKING MOTHERS
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Appendix M: Terms assigned by the UK Data Archive and ADP to EWCS 2005

*
**

Key
Term currently neither Use For term (UF) nor Preferred Term in ELSST
Term currently Use For term (UF) in ELSST

ELSST terms assigned by UK Data
Archive
ACCIDENTS AT WORK
AGE

English terms assigned by ADP

ALLERGIES
ANXIETY
ASSAULT
AUTONOMY AT WORK
BACK PAIN
BONUS PAYMENTS
BULLYING
CARE OF DEPENDANTS
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CHIEF INCOME EARNERS
CHILD CARE
CHILD DAY CARE
CITIZENSHIP
COMMUNICATION PROCESS
COMMUTING
COMPUTERS
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
CUSTOMERS
DECISION MAKING
DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST
HOMOSEXUALS

AUTONOMY AT WORK
BONUS PAYMENTS
CARE OF DEPENDANTS
CHILD CARE
CHILD DAY CARE
CITIZENSHIP
COMMUNICATION PROCESS
DECISION MAKING
DISABILITY DISCRIMINATION
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST HOMOSEXUALS
DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF NATIONALITY*
DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITIES
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT
EMOTIONAL STATES
EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EUROPEAN UNION
FAMILY
FAMILY LIFE

DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITIES
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
EDUCATIONAL COURSES
EDUCATIONAL LEAVE
EMOTIONAL STATES
EMPLOYEES
EMPLOYMENT

FREQUENCY OF PAY
FRIENDS
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT
GENDER
HEALTH
HEALTH RISKS
HOLIDAYS
HOME-BASED WORK
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EMPLOYMENT CONTRACTS
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EUROPEAN UNION
EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER STATES
FAMILIES
FAMILY LIFE
FATIGUE (PHYSIOLOGY)
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
FLEXIBLE WORKING TIME
FREQUENCY OF PAY
FRIENDS
FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT
FUMES
GENDER
HARASSMENT
HEADACHES
HEALTH
HEALTH RISKS
HEARING IMPAIRMENTS
HEART DISEASES
HOLIDAY LEAVE
HOME-BASED WORK
HOURS OF WORK
HOUSEHOLDS
HOUSING TENURE
INDUSTRIAL INJURIES
INDUSTRIAL NOISE
INDUSTRIES
INFORMATION SOURCES
INTERNET
JOB CHANGING
JOB SATISFACTION
JOB SECURITY
LABOUR LAW
LEAVE
LEGISLATION
MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
MANAGERS
MANUAL WORKERS
MATERNITY LEAVE
MUSCULOSKELETAL DISEASES
NATIONALITY DISCRIMINATION
www.seriss.eu

HOUSEHOLD
ILLNESS
INDUSTRIAL INJURIES
INDUSTRIES
INTERNET
INTIMIDATION*
JOB CHANGING
LABOUR LAW
LEAVE
LEGISLATION
MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS
MANAGERS
MANUAL WORKERS
MATERNITY LEAVE
MEMBERSHIP IN TRADE UNION*
OCCUPATIONAL LIFE
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
OCCUPATIONS
PARENTAL LEAVE
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
PASSIVE SMOKING
PATERNITY LEAVE
PEER-GROUP RELATIONSHIP
PEOPLE EMPLOYED*
PERSONAL COMPUTER*
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
POLITICAL ORIENTATION
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
POLITICAL PARTIES
PRIVATE SECTOR
PROBLEM SOLVING
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONAL CAREER*
PROFIT SHARING
PROTECTIVE GEAR*
PUBLIC SECTOR
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY OF LIFE
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION**
REPETITIVE WORK
RESPONSIBILITY
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NOISE POLLUTION
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
OCCUPATIONAL LIFE
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
OCCUPATIONS
PARENTAL LEAVE
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT
PASSIVE SMOKING
PATERNITY LEAVE
PAYMENTS
PEER-GROUP RELATIONSHIPS
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE GEAR
PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES
POLITICAL ATTITUDES
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
PRIVATE SECTOR
PROBLEM SOLVING
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
PROFIT SHARING
PUBLIC SECTOR
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY OF LIFE
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION
RADIATION
RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION
RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE
RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION
REPETITIVE WORK
RESPIRATORY TRACT DISEASES
RESPONSIBILITY
RISK
SAFETY AND SECURITY MEASURES
SELF-EMPLOYED
SEX DISCRIMINATION
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SHARES
SHIFT WORK
SICK LEAVE
SKIN DISEASES
SLEEP DISORDERS
SOCIAL CLASS
SOCIAL LIFE
www.seriss.eu

RISK
SAFETY**
SAFETY AT WORK*
SALARY*
SATISFACTION WITH WORK*
SECURITY OF EMPLOYMENT*
SELF-EMPLOYED
SEX DISCRIMINATION
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
SHARES
SHIFT WORK
SICK LEAVE
SOCIAL CLASS
SOCIAL LIFE
SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
SOURCE OF INFORMATION*
STOCKS*
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGICAL)
SUBSIDIARY EMPLOYMENT
TRAINING
VIOLENCE
VOLUNTARY WORK
WORKERS PARTICIPATION
WORKING CONDITIONS
WORKING CONDITIONS
WORKING TIME*
WORKPLACE
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SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
STOMACH DISORDERS
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGICAL)
SUBSIDIARY EMPLOYMENT
SUPERVISORY STATUS
TELEPHONES
TELEWORK
TEMPERATURE
TRADE UNION MEMBERSHIP
TRAINING
UNSOCIAL WORKING HOURS
VIBRATIONS
VISION IMPAIRMENTS
VOLUNTARY WORK
WAGES
WORKERS PARTICIPATION
WORKING CONDITIONS
WORK-LIFE BALANCE
WORKPLACE
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Appendix N: Terms assigned by UK Data Archive and ADP to EQLS 2003

*
**

Key
Term currently neither Use For term (UF) nor Preferred Term in ELSST
Term currently Use For term (UF) in ELSST

ELSST terms assigned by UK Data
Archive
AGE
AGRICULTURE
ATTITUDES
BASIC NEEDS
CARE OF DEPENDANTS
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS

English terms assigned by ADP

CHIEF INCOME EARNERS
CHILD CARE
CHILDREN
COMMUTING
COMPUTERS
CONSUMER GOODS
DEBILITATIVE ILLNESS
DEBTS
DECISION MAKING
DIET AND NUTRITION
DISABILITIES
DISADVANTAGED GROUPS
DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITIES

CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS
CHILD CARE
CHILDREN
COMMUTING
CONSUMER GOODS
DEBTS
DECISION MAKING
DISABILITIES
DISADVANTAGED GROUPS
DOMESTIC RESPONSIBILITY*
ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL COURSES

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT STATUS

EDUCATIONAL COURSES
EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
EVERYDAY LIFE
EXPECTATION
FAMILY LIFE
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
FURNITURE
FUTURE
GENDER

ENGLISH (LANGUAGE)
EVERYDAY LIFE
EXPECTATIONS*
FAMILY LIFE
FINANCIAL RESOURCES
FUTURE
GENDER
GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
HEALTH SERVICES
HOME-GROWN FOOD*
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AGRICULTURE
ATTENDING RELIGIOUS SERVICES*
ATTITUDE TOWARDS WORK*
ATTITUDES
CARE OF DEPENDANTS
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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GENERAL PRACTITIONERS
HEALTH CONSULTATIONS
HEALTH SERVICES
HOME-GROWN FOODS
HOURS OF WORK
HOUSEHOLD BUDGETS
HOUSEHOLD HEAD'S ECONOMIC
ACTIVITY

HOUSEHOLD BUDGETS
HOUSEHOLD*
HOUSEWORK
HOUSING CONDITIONS
INCOME
INTERGROUP CONFLICTS*
JOB SATISFACTION

HOUSEHOLDS
HOUSEWORK
HOUSING CONDITIONS
INCOME
INTERGROUP CONFLICT
JOB SATISFACTION
LABOUR FORCE
LABOUR RELATIONS
LAND OWNERSHIP
LEISURE GOODS
LIFE SATISFACTION
LIFE STYLES
LIVING CONDITIONS
LOCAL COMMUNITY FACILITIES

LABOUR FORCE
LABOUR RELATIONS
LAND OWNERSHIP
LEISURE TIME
LIFE STANDARD*
LIFESTYLES
LIVING CONDITIONS
LOCAL COMMUNITY FACILITIES
LUCK
MOTOR VEHICLES
NEIGHBOURHOODS
NOISE POLLUTION
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
OCCUPATIONS

LUCK
MEALS
MOTOR VEHICLES
NEIGHBOURHOODS
NOISE POLLUTION
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS
OCCUPATIONS
PARENTS
PERSONAL CONTACT

PARENTS
PENSION SCHEME*
PERSONAL COMPUTER*
PERSONAL CONTACT
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
POLLUTION
POVERTY
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY OF LIFE
RECEIVING SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFIT MONEY FROM
THE STATE*

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION
POLLUTION
POVERTY
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY OF LIFE
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE
RURAL AREAS
SAFETY AND SECURITY

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
RURAL AREAS
SAFETY**
SALARY*
SATISFACTION
SATISFACTION WITH LIFE*
SOCIAL ATTITUDES
SOCIAL EXCLUSION
SOCIAL INDICATORS
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SATISFACTION
SOCIAL ATTITUDES
SOCIAL EXCLUSION
SOCIAL INDICATORS
SOCIAL LIFE
SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
SOCIAL SUPPORT
STANDARD OF LIVING
STATE RETIREMENT PENSIONS
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGICAL)
SUBSIDIARY EMPLOYMENT
SUPERVISORY STATUS
TERMINATION OF SERVICE
TRAINING
TRUST
URBAN AREAS
VOLUNTARY WORK
WAGES
WATER PROPERTIES
WORK ATTITUDE
WORKING CONDITIONS
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SOCIAL LIFE
SOCIAL SUPPORT
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGICAL)
SUBSIDIARY EMPLOYMENT
TERMINATION OF SERVICE
TRAINING
TRUST
URBAN AREAS
VOLUNTARY SOCIAL ACTIVITIES*
WATER PROPERTIES
WORKING CONDITIONS
WORKING EXPERIENCES*
WORKING TIME*
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Glossary
Many of the terms in this glossary have competing definitions and interpretations. The definitions
provided below are intended to clarify their use within this document.
antonym: An antonym is a word that has the opposite meaning to another.
associative relationship: An associative relationship holds between concepts that are not hierarchically
related, but are otherwise closely related.
Broader Term (BT): A Broader Term is a Preferred Term representing a concept that is broader than the
one in question.
controlled vocabulary: A controlled vocabulary is a prescribed list of terms used for indexing and/or
searching for resources. A controlled vocabulary typically includes Preferred Terms and Use For terms,
and is restricted to a specific domain. A thesaurus is an example of a controlled vocabulary.
corpus: A corpus is a collection of written texts.
count noun: A count noun is a noun that denotes a countable thing. In English, count nouns can form a
plural and can be used with the indefinite article. An example of a count noun is ‘book’.
data collection/study: A ‘data collection’ is a set of data files and accompanying documentation, often
associated with a deliberate activity of gathering or compiling a set of data. Each data collection is
allocated a unique study number in the UK Data Service ‘Discover’ catalogue. A data collection is also
known as a ‘study’; the term ‘data collection’ is used throughout this document.
Descriptor: see Preferred Term.
diacritic: A diacritic is a sign, such as an accent, which, when written over, under, or through a letter of
the alphabet (e.g., the umlaut in German, such as the ‘’ ö in ‘Köln’), indicates a difference in
pronunciation from the same letter without the diacritic.
Document Data Initiative (DDI): The Document Data Initiative is an international metadata standard
designed to describe socio-economic surveys, censuses, and other microdata collection activities.
hierarchical display: A hierarchical display in a controlled vocabulary is a graphical representation of
terms that shows, for a given term, all levels of its broader and narrower terms, via the use of codes,
indentation and punctuation marks, or some other means.
hierarchical relationship: A hierarchical relationship in a controlled vocabulary is a relationship between
a Broader Term and a Narrower Term.
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hierarchy: A hierarchy is a structure in a controlled vocabulary where terms are arranged in order of
their specificity, from the broadest to the most specific level. All terms in a hierarchy, except the top
term, have one or more Narrower Terms. The number of hierarchies in a controlled vocabulary can vary,
as can the number of levels within each hierarchy. .
homograph: A homograph is one of two or more words that are written in the same way, but have
different meanings.
index term: Index terms, or keywords, are allocated to studies in order to describe subject content. They
may either come from a controlled vocabulary such as a thesaurus, or be freely assigned (uncontrolled).
The term ‘index term’ is used in this document to refer to both types.
indexing: Indexing is the process of evaluating information and assigning index terms to it.
Indexing language: An indexing language is used for assigning terms to describe the content of
resources. Terms may belong to a controlled vocabulary or be freely assigned, i.e. the indexer can
choose any term they like to describe the resource.
inexact equivalence: Inexact equivalence is the relationship between synonyms in one language or terms
in different languages that have similar or overlapping meaning and usage but are not true synonyms.
interoperability: Interoperability, in the context of controlled vocabularies, is the ability of two or more
vocabularies to exchange information, for example by mapping to each other, in order to enhance
discovery.
Knowledge Organization System (KOS): Knowledge Organization System encompasses all types of
schemes for organizing information and promoting knowledge management. Examples include
classification schemes, subject headings, thesauri, and ontologies.
lexical variant: A lexical variant is a term that is a different word form for another term, due to spelling
differences, grammatical variation, or abbreviations.
Linked Data: Linked Data is a pattern for hyperlinking machine-readable data sets to each other using
Semantic Web techniques, especially via the use of RDF and URIs.
Narrower Term (NT): A Narrower Term is a Preferred Term representing a concept that is narrower than
the one in question.
near synonym: A near synonym is one of two or more terms whose meanings are generally regarded as
different in ordinary usage but which may be treated as labels for the same concept in a given controlled
vocabulary. Also referred to as a quasi-synonym.
Nesstar: Nesstar is a software system for data publishing and online analysis. Based on the Data
Documentation Initiative (DDI), it offers support for multilingual metadata, microdata, aggregate data,
multi-layered maps, various visualizations, subscriptions/notifications, cell notes/missing data symbols,
basic analysis and embedding of live data into regular web pages.
www.seriss.eu
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non-count noun: A non-count noun is a noun that denotes a thing that cannot be counted. In English, a
non-count noun cannot form a plural or be used with the indefinite article. An example of a non-count
noun is ‘poverty’.
Non-preferred term: see Use For term
ontology: An ontology is a formal, machine-readable set of concepts where their properties and the
relations between them are all explicitly defined.
Persistent Identifier: A Persistent Identifier is a long-lasting reference to a digital resource. Typically, it
has two components: a Unique Identifier, and a service that locates the resource over time even when
its location changes.
polyseme: A polyseme is a word or term with several or multiple meanings.
precision: Precision is a measure of a search system's effectiveness in terms of retrieving only relevant
results.
Preferred Term (PT): A Preferred Term is used to represent a concept when indexing. A Preferred Term
is sometimes referred to as a descriptor.
qualifier: A qualifier is a word or phrase in parentheses following a term used to distinguish a term in a
vocabulary from otherwise identical terms that have different meanings.
Related Term (RT): A Related Term has an associative relationship with the one in question.
Resource Description Framework (RDF): Resource Description Framework is a model for encoding
semantic relationships between items of data so that these relationships can be interpreted
computationally.
root term: see top term
round: see wave
Scope Note (SN): A Scope Note defines or clarifies the semantic boundaries of a concept.
Semantic Web: The Semantic Web is part of the World Wide Web that consists of machine-readable
data in RDF and ability to query that information in standard ways (e.g. via SPARQL)
Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS): SKOS is a common data model for Knowledge
Organization Systems (KOSs). Using SKOS, a KOS can be expressed as machine-readable data.
Source Language (SL): The Source Language is the language that serves as a starting point in translation
or a search for term equivalents
SPARQL: SPARQL is a semantic query language for databases that is able to retrieve and manipulate data
stored in RDF format.
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survey: A survey is an investigation about the characteristics of a given population by means of collecting
data from a sample of that population and estimating their characteristics through the systematic use of
statistical methodology. (see the OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms,
https://stats.oecd.org/glossary/detail.asp?ID=2620, accessed 13 December 2016)
synonym: A synonym is one of two or more terms denoting the same concept
synonymy: Synonymy is a type of semantic relation in which two words or terms have the same or very
similar meaning.
Target Language (TL): A Target Language provides a translation or an equivalent for a term in the source
language
thesaurus: A thesaurus is a controlled vocabulary in which concepts are represented by terms organised
so that relationships are made explicit, and Preferred Terms are accompanied by Use For terms for
synonyms or near-synonyms.
top term: a top term is the highest level term of a hierarchy. It is sometimes referred to as the root
term.
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): A Uniform Resource Identifier is a string of characters used to identify
a resource. The most common form of URI is the Uniform Resource Locator.
Uniform Resource Locator (URL): A Uniform Resource Locator is a reference to a web resource that
specifies its location on a computer network and a mechanism for retrieving it. It is commonly referred
to a web address.
Unique Identifier: A Unique Identifier is a number or other string that is associated with a record or
piece of data, exists only once in a database, and is used to uniquely identify and disambiguate that
record or piece of data from all others in the database.
Use For term (UF): A Use For term is a term that is not used for indexing, but which guides the user to a
Preferred Term instead. Use For terms are typically synonyms or near synonyms, but may also be
antonyms. They are sometimes referred to as Non-preferred terms.
wave: A wave is a round of data collection in a longitudinal survey (e.g., the base year and each
successive follow-up are each waves of data collection) or cross-sectional survey; a wave can also be
referred to as a ‘round’.
web address: see Uniform Resource Locator.
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Abbreviations and acronyms
BT: Broader Term
DDI: Document Data Initiative
EB: Eurobarometer
ECS: European Company Survey
EES: European Election Study
ELSST: European Language Social Science Thesaurus
EQLS: European Quality of Life Survey
ESS: European Social Survey
EVS: European and World Values Study
EWCS: European Working Conditions Survey
HASSET: Humanities And Social Science Electronic Thesaurus
ISSP: International Social Survey Programme
KOS: Knowledge Organization System
NT: Narrower Term
PT: Preferred Term
RDF: Resource Description Framework
RT: Related Term
SHARE: Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe
SKOS: Simple Knowledge Organization System
SL: Source Language
SN: Scope Note
TL: Target Language
UF: Use For Term
URI: Uniform Resource Identifier
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URL: Uniform Resource Locator
WVS: World Values Survey
YSA: General Finnish Thesaurus
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